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Aloe Defeats Karakostas
by Dana Dembrow
Pete Aloe defeated Michael
Karakostas in the run-off election
for the George Washington University
Student
Association
(GWUSA) Presidency conducted
just before spring break of the

undergraduate division of the
University. Aloe placed second to
Karakostas
in the primary,
securing a spot in the run-off eJection by edging out third-ranking
Alex Baldwin by a single vote. In
the final tally, however, Aloe

Solomon, .Kaplan Tenured;
Prof. Smalls Resigns
by Bob Goodman
In an important meeting of the
National Law Center faculty held
on March 16, 1979, Professors
Gerald M. Caplan and Lewis D.
Solomon were granted tenure in a
secret vote during executive
session. Professor Caplan, who
teaches
Criminal
Law and
Contracts, and Professor Solomon, who teaches Corporations,
Trusts and Estates, and Federal
Income Tax, are both completing
their second year of instructionat
the National Law Center, and
under the existing hiring structure, are to be considered for
tenure by July I, 1979.
Instrumental-in
the decision to
grant tenure to both professors
was the report .of the Faculty
Appointments Committee. The
C ornrmttee,
.
hai d b y P ro fessor
cnarre
David Sharpe who ultimately
authored its report, considered
the following criteria in making
its recommendation: (I) effectiveness as a teacher (2) quality and
quantity of professional writings
(3) quality of standing in the community (4) law school activities (5)
potential future at the National
Law Center. After examining the
records of Professors Caplan and
Solomon in these areas, the Committee voted to recommend that

emerged the victor by a 25S-vote
margin.
(See page five for
complete election results.)
Presently a junior in the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences, Pete Aloe is a philosophy major from Philadelphia
who now serves as Attorney
General and Director of the
Student Advocate Service of.
GWUSA. He will succeed past
President Cesar Negrette whenhe
is inaugurated in mid-April.

the' faculty grant tenure to both
professors. Then, in an attempt to
GWUSA President-Elect Pete Aloe
Photo by Bill Lleth
give the faculty an even fuller
Continued on page 2
account than could be' possibly be
contained in the Committee's
final report, the SBA members of
the Committee
submitted
a
supplemental report based on
both their solicitation of student
comments and outside investigations in the community. SBA
Committee
Chairperson
Jan
Johnson thanked those students
by John Lambert
.
~ithin the law school budget andtnetimeconstraints
that there
who contributed the more than"'ReSpondi~"tothefrustration ~'iS"not .spent on general university ...were in the last m~etJng.. _.,
200 tenure recommendations
,<,~hich ensued from the last
functions. A 'more' "long 'range -,'::0 "To' avoid the- disappointments
Following the adjournment of
meeting with President ElIiott and goal established by the committee . experienced in the last meeting,
the meeting, Professor Sharpe
Dean Kramer, and evidenced by was to have both the law school
the Committee took several preexpressed satisfaction with the
the last issue of The Advocate, the administration and the university
cautionary
steps. Most imextent of the investigation into the
SBA on March 1st, authorized the be more accountable and ac- portantly, the Committee has
qualifications of the two proformation of a Tuition Com- cessible
in their
budgeting
decided that they will lead the
fessors, and stated he was conmittee. The purpose of the com- processes. This hope would be meeting rather than President
fident that the faculty had made
mittee is to investigate the new implemented through the for- El1iott. President Elliott has had
the right decisions. Finally, when
tuition
increase
and
more mation of a Budget Committee
an opportunity to explain the uniasked about the effect of student
precisely, the al1ocation of the compose d 0 f stu d ents an d verst itv'
y s po siti
1 10n • The Committee
input, he stated that students'
new revenue between the law faculty.
.
believed that it would be more
opinions' were carefully conschool and the university.
The objective of the short term
effective if the students took the
sidered by the faculty in making
The Tuition Committee met on goal required rather immediate
initiative and explained their
their decisions, and he thanked
March Sth, composed of a action. The committee decided
position first. To do this explanathe SBA and Advocate for their
number of students interested in that
another
meeting
with
tion in an informed manner, the
help and assistance in procuring
where their funds were going. The President
Elliott
and Dean
Committee requested that both
student input.
Committee after some discussion Kramer would be useful since Dean Kramer and President
Several
other
.important
articulated several goals. The many students appeared tobe dis- ElIiott submit copies of next
business matters were decided at short term goal is to see that al1 of appointed with the first meeting.
year's budgets. (The texts of these
the faculty meeting. At the the revenue from the tuition hike, A meeting' has now been
requests may be found on p.5).
request
of Dean Designate
which is special to law students, scheduled, with the authorization
Dean Kramer has declined to turn
Jerome Barron, the faculty con(see Tuition Allocation p.5), stays of the SBA, in which Dean over the information. President
Continued on page 15
Kramer and President ElIiott will .ElIiott's office has informed the
meet with the student body of the SBA that the matter has been

Tuition Committee Seelcs
GWUfinancial Disclosure

.- ed
.
h
b
We ster Honored at MI ·Year Lune eon
by Dana Dembrow
The Hon. William H. Webster,
Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, was the speaker at
the mid-year luncheon of the
George Washington Law Association held on March 7 at the
Army and Navy Club.
A native of Missouri, Judge
Webster received his B.A. from

~~;ep~~~~~:'iS~~~~ta~~~~~~ n~~
whether President Elliott has
committed himself or not. The
meeting is scheduled for April Sth
at S P.M. in Stockton 101. The
meeting was scheduled at night so
that night students could attend
and also so that there will not be

~i~e:_~~esi~~ntW~~ia~d:e~~n~so~i
the University and that materials
would be turned over some time
this week.
.
hid
T he Committee
as a so ecided to put out question boxes
sometime this week to garner
Continued on page 5

Amherst College and his Juris with a fresh direction for the
Doctor from Washington UniBureau,
characterized
by a
versiit y Law School . After serving reasoned balance between the
in the Navy he became a private rigorous demands of effective law
practitioner with a St. Louis law enforcement and the reservations
firm and in 1960 was appointed
required to respect individual
U.S. Attorney for the Eastern
rights.
District of Missouri. Ten years
In regard to his present role as
later he becaine a federal judge Director, Judge Webster stated
and in 1973 was elevated to the that "the most important thing I
United States Court of Appeals have to do right now is to confor the Eighth Circuit. He stepped
tribute to the development of the
THE JACOBS BURNS LAW LIBRARY HOURS
down from that position just over new charter."
The original
.
MARCH AND APRIL 1979 a year ago to become Director of charter for the Federal Bureau of
the Federal Bureau of In- Investigation was passed in 1905
SATURDA Y, MARCH 24
9 A.M. - I P.M.
vestigation, succeeding Clarence and is presently under consideraSUNDA Y, MARCH 25
CLOSED
Kelly in a period of continuing
tion by Congress for modification
MONDAY, MARCH 26
criticism of the Bureau's mis- and renewal. Six committees have
thru
conduct
under the enduring
statutory oversight of the F.B.1.
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
·9 A.M. -10 P.M.
leadership of J. Edgar Hoover,
and they. are subjecting the
SATURDAY, MARCH 31
9A.M. - 5 P.M.
one of the more famous, and Bureau to intensive scrutiny in an
SUNDA Y, APRIL I
NOON - 10 P.M.
infamous, graduates of GW. effort to correct the agency's past
MONDA Y, APRIL 2
8 A.M. - Midnight
From his remarks to the alumni infringements while preserving
.
association,
Judge
Webster
the power of the nation's chief
BEGINNING APRIL 3, RESUME REGULAR HOUR~.
appears to be filling,a dif'[icul] jqq • _.••••••••
Col1timted on-page .3.• _•• _• _ • , "
I .

Law Library Spring Hours

Page Two
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l>ierre Charles L'Enfant.

1754- 1825

Born Tn Paris in 1754, L'enfant was educated as an engineer
and architect. In 1777 he joined the revolutionary army and was
commissioned alieutenant. After his retirement from the service
in 1784, he remodeled the old City Hall at the foot Of Wall Street
which subsequently
became Federal Hall, the site of the first
presidential inauguration.
He was commissioned
to design the
new federal city in 1791 by President Washington. but like all
government contractors became trapped in the governmental and
topographical mire. After the Government had commisioned him.
they found that the combination
of cost overruns and personal
distaste for the man made the prospect of future interaction
unbearable. He resigned (or was forced to resign) in 1793.
After his resignation his other projects seemed to suffer from
the same ailments and he eventually
became of victim of
unemployment,
He died a pauper (typical demise of citizens who
tangle with congress) after years of fighting. for government
remuneration.
His city, Which was designed with radiating streets, wide
avenues, large parks and impressive vistas, served as the model for
later urban development. He is now buried in Arlington National
Cometary. We would like to extend
our
recognition of this I
artist. We got a beautiful city for peanuts and he got a nice burial
plot, which today might be worth inore extravagant sums.
by John SeIbel

Election Results
Continued

from page 1

In the course of an interview
with the Advocate shortly after
the election results were tabulated
and announced. Aloe stated that
his overall
objective
upon
assuming office would be "to
make
GWUSA
an effective
vehicle for making
students'
views known to the administration and to provide a new level
of competence within the student
association."
Criticizing some of
the past difficulties between the
Senate and the executive branch.
Aloe stated, "I'd like to have a
new emphasis on teamwork with
the Association, rather than polio
tics."
On the relationship
between
GWUSA and the National Law
Center, Aloe said that he wanted
to-make sure that law students are
aware of the upcoming funding
process of the Association. He: expressed an interest in pursuing
cosponsoring
options with law

school organizations if there is
any desire to program mutual
activities. Aloe also addressed the
March 15 meeting of the Student
Bar Association as part of his ongoing
effort
to determine
GWUSA concerns and priorities.
The transition
between administrations is running smoothly, with several of the new officers
already
preparing
plans
for
budgetary allocations in the 197980 academic year. Aloe is presently in the process of making
appointments
to several cabinet
and other executive' positions.
(See list of GWUSA vacancies on
page eleven). Assisted by newly
elected Executive Yice President
Jonathan
Katz as well as a
number of other student activists
with a demonstrated
record of
excellence through their participation. in the decision-making
process, observers expect the
upcoming term to be one of the
most successful
in GWUSA
history.
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Library Implements Orculation System
by Kristen Lochrle
Beginning April 2, a new
circulation system will provide
access to many of the law
library's treatises. Questions and
comments concerning the new
system should be directed to the
Reserve arid Circulation
Desk
located on the third floor . Our
new policies include:

time unless an item has been
requested or placed on hold by
another user. Renewals must be
made in person.
HOLDS
Information
about items that
are difficult to locate may be
obtained
at the third
floor
Reserve and Circulation
Desk.
Circulation records will indicate
whether an item Is on loan, on
CHECK·OUT PROCEDURES
reserve. or missing. If art item is
Users may check out circulating
on loan, users may request that it
materials (single volume treatises
be held when returned. Material
only) from the library if they have
will be held at the third floor desk
a valid dWU 10 card and are
for a 24~hour period and returned
currently students,
faculty, or
to .tile .:stacks jf not picked up
staff of the law school. Single
before
that
time.
Persons
volume treatises may be checked
requesting holds will be notified
out for a period of two weeks.
by phone when they are returned.
Among the materials which will
SEARCHES
not circulate are: parts of multiSearch
request
forms
are
volume sets (such as the National
available
at
the
Circulation
Desk,
Reporter Systems, U.S. and State
and searches are conducted daily.
Codes,
encyclopedias,
adMaterial found after a search has
ministrative decisions,Bender's
been conducted will be held at the
Forms, etc.), bound and unbound
Desk for three days.· Parts of
periodicals,
microforms,
and
multi-volume
research material
government documents.
(for example,
Encyclopedias,
RENEWALS
. Codes, Digests and· Reporters)
Renewals may be made at any
will be searched;' but will not be

held at the Desk.
RECALLS
Items needed for the reserve
collection may be recalled at any
time. The borrower must return
the Item within 24 hours of
notification.
RETURNEJ) MATERIAL
Borrowers must return library
materials by the due date. Failure
to-do so will result in suspension
of borrowing
(circulation
and
reserve)
privileges
until
delinquent
items or Items are
returned. Damage or loss should
be reported promptly. Borrowers
are required to replace lost or
damaged 'material by paying the
purchase cost plus an additional
processing fee. .
HOURS
Circulation hours are from 8:30
A.M. to 11:00 P.M. on week
days. and from 9:30A.M.·
to
11:00 P.M. on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Comments or suggestions from
students and faculty about any of
these policies will be greatly
appreciated.

Audio- Visual Instruction of Law
by Dalla Dembrow
Several students,
professors,
and library staff members were
present at the March 7 meeting of
the Library Committee, when the
investigation of library personnel
into the acquisition
Of audiovisual equipment was. scheduled
as the primary topic ofdis~.
cussion, Prof. Brown,who is presently in the process of preparing
a video tape description of how to
do a title search, addressed the
Committee on the potential utility
of audio-visual tools and library
staffers discussed the existing
resource banks available to insti-

tutions with A. V. facilities.
Although most contemporary
educational institutions have long;
recognized the instructional value
of A. V. equipment, at GW the
implementation
of audio-visual
capacity is still in its infancy. At
present, the ·Iaw library does not
even have a tape recorder to make
accessible the small collection of
cassettes that it already maintains;
Tapping the resources of the
main university, Prof. Robinson
recently scheduled the showing of
the 12-hourvideo-tape
series of
Irving Younger on the law of evidence and Phi Alpha Delta legal
fraternity is presently conducting

weekly presentations
on trial
practice and procedure.
Student
response to these programs has
'been favorable and as approval of
such innovations gains momentum, the acquisition by the law
library of the necessary equipment to permit grater use of
audio-visual
devices
at OW
becomes increasingly
probable.
Someday it may even be possible
to video tape moot court and trial
practice activities so that students
wili be able to observe their
performance of the techniques of
litigation before they try to make
them their profession.

Journal Commences Dist~ibtuion
by Jennifer Freeman

Besides the distribution
of the
issue.a more selective competitive
process was instituted. for all
Members, the Board of Editors
reorganized.
office space expanded,
budget. increased and
numerous
other
measures
commenced.

For the first time in its thirteen
year history, the Journal 0/ International Law & Economics is
being distributed to members of
the Law Center. Featured in the
issue is an article by Professor del
Russo on prisoner's
right of
Volume 13-2 should appear in
access to the Courts in the U.S.
featuring
materials
on
and abroad. Professor del RUSSO, April
a renowned scholar of human
rights, is a Professorial Lecturer
at O. W. and the Director of the
Program
on the International
Law of Human Rights at Howard
Law
School.
Professor,
Ramundo,
an
Associate
Professor at O. W. and leading
the editorial board of Volume
authority on Soviet law. examines
47 of the George Washington
the newly adopted
Brezhnev
Law Review has announced the
Constitution.
Other pleees exselection of the Volume 48 board.
plore the power of the World
the members of the new board.
bank to consider human rights in
which will take control of the
Its loan decisions, the relationship
Review en March ~3. are: Jim
of U.S. anutrust law and foreign
lublnger.
Edltor.ln~Chlefj
~aul
governments and the status of a
Palmer, .Executive adltotj .Anl\
loan participation share under the
Ashton
and
I>avld
Stahl.
federal securities laws. Caples are
Managing Editors; Sam Fowler
avaHable from the Jaurnal office
and Tony
Wtc)rek.
Articles
in loom B.ol of Bacon HaU.
Edltorsj Armand J)urasantl and
Jim Mlcltaels. To~lcs Editors:
Thts Issue is the first product of' . and Stu Bondell, Mark Ber.
the Board of Editors for volume
thlaume.
SandI Kin..
Aaron
U·I. reflecting a dramatic change
Oershonowltz. and Jay Ooldberl,
Notes Editors.
in the Journttl over'the past year,

currency·
convertability,
Australian
antitrust
law, U.S.
taxation of foreign real estate
investment, the Foreign Corrupt
Practices
Act, direct satellite
broadcasting
and the right to
emigrate; Volume 13-3 is planned
for late summer. Maniscripts are
now being accepted for review
from all Students and Faculty of
the Law Center for volume 14.

Law Review
Names New Editors

Manager

John Lambert
SJeecmtive Editor

Jeffery Berry
IJuslness Manaier

Steve Klelfleld
Senior Editor

Bob Goodman
l:eatures Editor

Writing Staff: Da\'id Bane, Harry Cherlioff, 'theela Fabian,!1m
HeUer. Jim Sweeney
Contributors:
Brlan Dixon, Jennifer
Freeman,
JOllathan
Glazier, Patricia Hansel, lCrlsten Lochrle, Jim ltublnier.
,The opinions elpressed herein ire. not netm*rlly thOle of the
A.d¥otate Editorial Board, the Nallona' Ltw center, or Georae
Washi"ltoll UniversitY, .
t..
dft toIIteIIts copyright © 19'79 the A.dvOCIte,

Shortlr after sprln, vacation,
the new board will begin the
process of selecting new members
for the taw Review. the Initial
step In the selection process will
be Informational meetings. at day
students and second year night
students, At those meetIngs. the
new Wltor.
will descrIbe the
activities and requlrementsot
taw kevlew members, and will
explaIn how Interested students
may a"ply for membership. the
Volbme 48 board encourages aU
eligible &tudents to attend one of
the htfOrmational meetIngs and to
apply for membership on the Law
Review.

Photo by Bill Lieth

"Bar Hopping"
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SBA Considers Boat-Ride
by Eli Ciambrone
Well, it seems that the "out
with the old; in with the new"
has gone rather smoothly at the
SBA office. Already the new
officers and committees are busy
holding down the fort and the
overall attitude is greatly optimistic. So, to keep you up to
date, Bar Hopping will be
brought to you, live, each issue of
the Advocate.
Before I dig into the "nuts and
bolts" of business this month, let
me tell you about an end of the
year suggestion that was discussed
at great length at the last SBA
meeting. Steve Rosario has done
quite a bit of leg work and come
up with a unique and enticing
scheme. We would, greatly appreciate it if all of you would
comment to SBA' either at the
office or in the halls with your
honest reaction. For the small fee
of $5/person, we can take a boat
trip for three hours leaving
somewhere from Water Street in
the SW section of town, complete
with a band and all" the beer,
wine, and soda you wish, and
ending up, who knows where?
300 people will .be needed to make
this work, so your immediate
input is extremely necessary.
A brief introduction of all new
officers and committee chairpersons is in order so you know
who tocheck in with concerning
suggestions and/or complaints:
Sue Bastress, President; Carlos
Delvalle, Vice President (Day);
Bill Shore,
Vice' President
(Night); . Steve' Rosario, Vice
President
(Student
Affairs);
Randy Arndt, Treasurer; Eli
Ciambrone,
Secretary;
Brent
.Weingardt,
Parlimentarian;
Sandra Peaches, 2nd day rep.;

Dana Arnold, 2nd day rep.; Greg students to speak to first year
Greenfield, 2nd year rep.; Ron students in regard to their second
'McCall, 2nd year rep.-night; Bill year schedule. The advisory
Crowfoot, 3rd year rep.; Elliot program will be .Wed., March 21
Chabot, 3rd year rep.; Steven at 3-4 for day students and 7:45Blair, 3rd year rep.: Sue Bastress, 8:45 for night students. ApproxiCarlos
Del Valle,
Stephen mately 3 faculty members and 3
Friedman, Faculty Committee; third year students will be there to
Budget Amendment
and the
Mike
Cooley,
Orientation
help with any questions. InConstitutional Convention issue.
Committee; Eli Ciarnbrone, Steve formation such as bar exam
In addition to the above, Michael
Rosario, Lockers; Sol Goldman, subjects;
the importance
of
Tigar spoke on "The Lawyer as
Sue Kelly, Book Exchange; Greg planning your schedule around
an Activist."
Greenfield,
Sports;
Dave bar exam subjects, the availability
Prof. Mary Cheh has been
Brandolph, ABA-LSD Rep.; Ron of faculty members to discuss
extremely cooperative and inMcCall, Federal Bar Ass'n Rep.; individual plans, and suggested
strumental in invitirig lecturers to
John Trigilio, Tuition Com- courses to take if interested in
the school .to address conmittee; Dana Arnold, Vending selected fields of law, will be
stitutional issues. If any brings a
Machines;
Jacob
Pankowski, provided at the meeting.
~peak.er that will address a legal
Games.
True to his campaign promise,
Issue rn a forum open to the whole.
Probably the hottest item of Carlos Del Valle has been moving
student body the SBA will
business all month has been the along.
arrange all the details and the
formation of a tuition committee A word from Carlos:
publicity. This is a sincere, open
fully supported by SBA. John - After a month of activities our
invitation that we hope will be
Trigilio is in charge of the group efforts on behaJfof speakers and
taken~dvantage of by the faculty.
who have met this month. Their lecturers are starting to payoff.
Dunng April, due to the final's
first goal is Ito obtain copies of the As we see' it, the function of the
crunch, the SBA has planned as
1978, 1979, and 1980 University SBA in regards to speakers is two
of now only one lecturer, this in
and Law School budgets, so that fold: to coordinate the scheduling
conjunction
with
LaRaza:
it can be analyzed before an open of speakers sponsored by other
Congressman Edwards Roybal on
meeting with Dean Kramer and organizations so as to eliminate
April 3 (8:00 p.m.) on "The Rise
President Elliott. This meeting is conflict. and facilitiate publicity;
of Hispanic Political Power in the
scheduled for Sp.m. on April 5th and to have the SBA become a
80's."
.
~n Rm. 101, Stockton Hall. All sponsor of speakers itself.
As a final .note, we want to
interested students and faculty are
In both areas we are moving
encourage students to attend the
w~lc~me. It is w~rth. noting that along. During the past month we
lectures. On the average they take
t~IS ISOUR meetmg.. m that there coordinated a series of incoming
an hour and fifteen minutes and
WIll be all sorts of time for all of speakers under the blanket title of
are a definite supplement to texto~r questions. Most likely there Constitutional
Lectures. Leroy
book education. Furthermore, if
WIll be boxes around school for Wilder talked on "The Conanybody has any suggestion as to
anyone to suggest questions. The stitution and Indian Rights,"
who to invite to speak or lecture,
committee has also come up with Mary Ann Fowler spoke on
further steps to be taken, con- behalf of the ERA, Larry Sidman . we will gladly accept it. Please
take them to the SBA office (3rd
tingency plans; and long -range addressed the' issue of Jevenile
floor
Bacon). Thank you.
goals for a permanent committee.
Rights 'Under the Constitution,
A matter of great concern to
"'fonight is very important for and John Minor (a staff aide to
many that has been worked on
all first year students.
Sue Sen. Kennedy) and John Bergner
quite extensively by Dana Arnold,
Bastress has been busily working (staff aide to Sen. Jugar) lectured
is the vending machines.
on gathering much information
on the advantages and disadA word from Dana:
and available professors and vantages' of the Balance-TheI've called Macke or Pepsi 9
times in the past two weeks,

FBI Director Addresses .Alumni
Continued from page 1
F.B.I. come from prisons. He
criminal investigative body.
also suggested the need for
Emphasizing that he wanted to
amendments to the Federal Tort
see the establishment of guideClaims Act to protect individual
lines for the gathering of domestic
street agents from suits connected
surveillance,
Judge Webster
with ongoing' investigations.
stated with respect to the inJudge Webster remarked that
vestigative
authority
of the
such legislative revisions would
F.B.I., "I want to see spelled out
promote the Bureau's goal of
in adequate detail the outside
effective law enforcement, anticiparameters."
He
stressed,
pating his opposition by asserting
however, that the key to the
that there has been no successful
drafting of a functional statute to
constitutional
tort against an
permit effective law enforcement
F.B.I. agent since 1976. Tying the
would have to be flexibility.
recommended F.T.C.A. amendJudge Webster's primary concern
ment together with the new
as the Director of theF.B.I.is his charter for' the F.B.I., he concommitment to the creation of a
c1uded by saying, "If you're
new charter that would afford the .satisfied with the degree of over- .
Bureau the necessary flexibility to 'sight and accountability that we
combat crime but insure suffihave, then you ought to protect
cient oversight to prevent abuses;
my troops."
In addition to working on the
Judge Webster also addressed
new charter for the F.B.I., Judge
the problems that the Bureau has
Webster is also active on two
encountered as a result of the
other
important
pieces
of
budget reductions that have been
legislation before the current
forced upon the agency. He said
session of Congress. He hopes to
that the F.B'.I. has' lost approxiassist the legislature in "fine
mately 1,000 agents and 1,000
tuning" the Preeddmof
Informa-":
support personneisince 1976. He'
tion Act, which he stated that he
stated that one' of his primary
"support (s) in, 'principle and
objectives was to facilitate a shift
usually in practice." Although
of emphasis in the cases that the
Judge Webster "said he favors the . Bureau investigates to quality
intent of-the FOIA, considering
ratherthan quantity. The primary
the importance of informants to
targets of F.B.I. activity' under
law 'enforcemetJtinvestigations
Webster's Ieadership thave 'been
and prosecutions; he is concerned'
investigations" of wrongdoing by
that 16% of FOIA requests to the
public officials, organizedcrime,"

and white collar crime ..
In conclusion, Judge Webster
stated that he felt that the
principal challenge of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation was "to
bring to bear the maximum
professional capacity that we can
muster .. ; with full recognition of
the rights of innocent citizens."
Plagued by criticisms of his
predecessors and countervailing'
speculations of future restraints'
on the role of the federal law
enforcement
authority,
that
challenge is indeed a difficult one,"
but one which Judge Webster
appears
to welcome
with
reflection and determination.

trying to get the various machines
working. There's a new refund
sheet in the Records Office' J
. would appreciate it if people
would take the time to fill in
exactly· how much is lost and
which machine stole the money.
This serves two purposes:' 1) we
need to know the amount lost in
order to get the money back from
Macke or Pepsi and, 2) if I know
which mac.hines are busted, then I
can have them repaired. If you
lose money and just write "soda
machine," I have no way of
knowing which machine it is.
I've _spoken to Pepsi about
obtaining other types of soda.
There are no other diet sodas
available,
so
I requested
Hawaiian Punch for one of the
three Diet Pepsi spots.
I've also spoken to Macke
about putting juice in the sandwich machine and about installing
a coin changer in the lounge.
Macke is "looking into it."
In the area of sports and
recreation ... the softball tournament seems to have drawn as big a
response as ever, even with the 3girl requirement. Make sure to get
your team entries in on time and
see Greg Greenfield
with'
problems. The beer blast on
March 16th seemed to start the St.
Patrick's Day weekend off right.
Thanks to Steve Rosario for the
organization and clean-up. There
also will be a student/faculty
softball game April 6th at 3 p.m.
Practice up over break.

Alumni Public Relations Director Cliff Dougherty and
George Washington Law Association President Carol
Bruce welcome alumni guests to the mid-year luncheon.

Hosts atthe.head table included Dean Robert "
; Kramer'~UniversityVice President Alpert, and former ..
ipreSiderit'oftl1e "Uw·AsSociation'RjiharcfA. Ward."~"
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A Conversation with Judge John Sirica:
The Man Behind the Legend
by Steve Kleifield
Imagine my surprise when John
Sirica's
secretary called the
Advocate office at 9:30 on a
Friday morning. I had of course
talked with her a week earlier,
thinking "why not?" as I asked
for a chance to interview the
Judge, but over that time I had
assumed that my request had been
forgotten. "The Judge usually
turns down interview requests,
but he has agreed to, be interviewed by the Advocate. When
can you come in?" We came to an
agreement, with one proviso: no
tape recorder, and no camera. I
figured this to bea small price to
pay to meet the man, who is
probably the most famous jurist
in the world. It was certainly
easier and more productive than
sending him a resume.
I arrived early, and had only
been waiting about ten minutes
when the door to his office
opened and there he was. He
beckoned me in, and we crossed
his large, well-decorated office to
a brown table. We took our
positions opposite each other, and
before Icould open my mouth he
gave me some surprising news: he
had just completed a book, soon
to be released, and since he was
under contract he couldn't discuss
its contents. Well, the book just
happens to cover his life, up
through the Watergate years. I
knew he was writing a book, but I
had thought that he would be
eager to discuss it. "
Why the interview, then? He
gets hundreds of requests for
them, which he' usually turns
down because they're tiring. At
age seventy five, having survived
a serious heart attack, he has
learned to be judicious in the
allocation of his time. He said he

agreed because he thought I was
going to ask him about his ex-'
perience at the National Law
Center. He entered the school at
age seventeen, didn't understand
what anyone was talking about,
and dropped out.' He tells this
story with absolutely no embarrassment; he says he's proud,
because of what he was able, to
achieve without the advantages
and gifts that others have had.
Despite the fact that half my
prepared questions and most of
my research went for naught, we
discussed a surprising variety, of
subjects, touching on various
aspects of his life tangentially.
Although.
the
conversation
became somewhat personal at
times, there still remained the
feeling that Judge Sirica never
quite forgot that he was Judge
Sirica, and as such had a
responsibility
to uphold the
dignity and decorum inherent in
his office. For example, when I
asked
him
to
compare the quality of justice one
might hope to receive in Superior
Court as opposed to the District
Court, he could see no distinction
whatsoever, having nothing but
praise for the Superior Court.
Actually, he had nothing but
praise for just about everyone.
Although I had read that in the
past he has had certain conflicts
with the U.S. Court of Appeals,
most notably as' to criminal
cases, if any disagreement
remained I didn't see it. He also
declined to comment on Justice
Burger's remarks on the competency of trial lawyers, not being
especially certain what the Chief
Justice was trying to accomplish.
What Judge Sirica has apparently enjoyed most about his
life in the law is the action, the

play of personalities. That's why
he has preferred to try criminal
cases throughout his career, both
as a lawyer and as a judge (he was
a trial attorney for Hogan and
Hartson for many years). His
desire to be where the action is
brought him a great deal of
notoriety when he was a trial
attorney,
making
national
headlines during the course of
two different trials, and so the
Watergate publicity, although
quite extensive, was nothing new
to him. He has never had the
desire to be an appellate judge,
feeling that reviewing a cold
record is no substitute for actual
observation,
and can't
understand why anyone would want
to do it,
As to his role as a judge, he
unhesitatingly defends to this day
his reputation as an "activist"
judge. There were many times
during the Watergate trial, and
other trials for that matter, when
he would send the jury out of the
courtroom
and interrogate
a
witness himself. He has heard all
the other arguments, that a judge
is merely to preside and rule on
objections, or, that a trial has
certain ritualistic rather than
truth-seeking fucntions, but he
feels that if the lawyers arent'
getting at the core of a matter. it's
his responsibility to do it himself.
Of course, if he hadn't had this
attitude,
Watergate
probably
wouldn't have broken the way it
did. He has to conduct the trial "
his way, and if it gets reversed on
appeal, so be it. One can't hear a
case with someone looking over
his shoulder.
Judge Sirica has great faith in
the adversary system. He likes to
tell a story about a certain antitrust case that he once tried. It

federal court system, Judge Sirica
was a complex case; discovery
feels that if there is a choice
took two years, and the actual
trial extended over an eight between the federal courts and a
month period. After those eight state court,a state court should
months the jury, twelve ordinary
hear the case. He emphasized that
people, returned a verdict that
there is no reason today to believe
from the viewpoint of the bench that a foreign litigant should not
was astoundingly correct. As a be able to receive a fair trial in a
young man he preferred trying state court, and that the federal
cases to juries, and came to the court should be reserved for truly
conclusion that you can't really federal matters. Class action suits
pull anything over on them. For present a more difficult problem
this reason he believes that ours is in regard to accessibility. It's very
still the best system of justice in difficult, from the viewpoint of a
the world.
judge, to determine whether a
When I questioned him about
group truly represents the class
our system of legal' education, he that they are alleged to represent,
replied that the casebook method
and whether they have in fact
is a good preparation for the law,
suffered a compensable wrong. "
despite his early lack of success,
I think the one term that best
with it. His advice to students, is describes Judge Sirica is "downthat a law student' ought to to-earth". He is not an idealogue,
specialize in some area of the law and refuses to discuss matters
while still.in school. Law practice
abstractly, always preferring the
is much different today than
specific to the general. He is very
when he was a young lawyer
human in his approach, and
hanging around the courthouse.
recognizes that the legal system is
The day of ,the general pracnothing more than people trying
titioner is gone, and the smart
to solve disputes among other
student should develop some
people. He doesn't seem to have
expertise early. He cites the
much faith in many academics
antitrust area as being a field he and other second-guessers, feeling
might enter if he was starting
that there is no substitute for the
today. He emphasizes that there is discretion of a trial judge. Only
no room for mediocrity in the
he can see the faces, hear the
law.
voices, and get a feel for what a
As for the accessibility of the
Continued on page 6
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Get Up and Go to, the Smith Center
by Bob Goodman

Stand up - does something
round and portly prohibit you
from seeing your shoes? Think
hard - do you find yourself
reluctant to climb four flights of
stairs to see your favorite professor? Look closely at yourself
- are you becoming a human
porkchop?

If the answers to the 'proceeding
questions are in the affirmative,
then the place for you is the
George
Washington
Smith
Center. The Smith Center,
located at 22nd and G Street,
offers to all registered G. W.
students, upon presentation of
their current G.W. 10 cards, a
wide range of athletic facilities
that will attract even the most
peculiar sportsman.
If basketball is your game,
there are two full-length courts in
the main arena plus another one
upstairs in the auxiliary gym.
Moreover, people of all abilities
can always be found shooting
around, so that there is never a
problem finding enough players
for a friendly pick-up game.
What's that? You're not into
basketball, you'd rather trim up
that porkchop-shaped body. Fine,

the Smith Center has a large
weight room with two ten-station
Universal weight machines. But
that's not all. The weight room is
also equipped
with pulley
machines, pull-up bars, and
incline boards to work those outof-the-way parts of the body the
Universal just will not reach. It's
enough to make Arnold Schwartzenneger jealous. '
So, you're a female and you
don't want to get cut up like those
muscle-inflated
bodybuilders.
You'd rather do something that is
enjoyable and at the same time
will take your mind off the study
of, ":1W. How, about swimming?
Along with runningvswimming
is
probably the finest exercise you
can obtain, for it works every
muscle in the body. The Smith
Center has an eight-laneAAU
sized swimming pool with both
three and one meter 'diving
boards. Please note, however,
that pool rules prohibit the wearing of birthday suits.
Now what's the problem? You
say you're allergic to chlorine?
Then how about jogging around
the "track" on the upstairs level.
The running direction is always
posted and it's eleven laps to a
mile.

How's that? Jogging is too
boring for you? Then be cool and
play today's in-sport - racquetball. The Smith Center has seven
handball courts and two squash
courts. Reservations for these
courts may' be made by phone
(616-1460) or in person, one day
in advance from the time o'f playing; and racquetball racquets and
balls are available at the equipment room in the lowerlobby.
-Still not interested yet? Well,
don't giveup, Try the lazy man's
exercise. 'Both
men's
and'
women's locker rooms have Swedish dry salinas that offer needed
therapy to the most ardent law
student. Fifteen minutes in the
sauna at 200 degrees will do
wonders for that Antitrust case'
that was incomprehensible in
your afternoon class.
Oh, so now you are becoming
tempted .. '. Well,for those of
you who are interested, Smith
Center hours for the Spring semester are:
M, - F 9:00 a.m. - II :00 p.rn.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. ·6:00 p.m,
Sun. I:OOp.m. -11:00 p.m.
Finally, for those of you who
are not interested.you have my
deepest sympathies. A frying pan
is in order.
i,
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President Lloyd Elliott
Rice Hall
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.
Dean Robert Kramer
Stockton Hall
George Washington University
Washington, D.C.
•
Gentlemen:
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Rnancial Inquest Set
Continued

Law Center

On behalf of the Student Bar Association
Tuition Committee,
we
request that certain documents be made available for our inspection
and possible utilization at a proposed meeting between students and administrators to be held in the near future. We would also appreciate any
comments, obwervations,
or substantiated
corrections you may wish to
offer concerning the enclosed data compiled by our committee.
More specifically, we would like to examine and compare the Law
School's budgets from the fiscal years 1978,1979, and 1980, along with
any other documents that in your opinion would aid us in our task.
Because of time constraints it would be most helpful if the information
could be delivered to the Student Bar Association office by March 16.
Please direct all comments and inquiries to the Student Bar Association Tuition Committee.
We appreciate
your cooperation
in this
matter, and we thank you for your consideration.
John Trigilio
Sue Bastress
Tuition Committee Chairperson
Student Bar President

constructive
be accomplished
in
meeting with President Elliott and
Dean
Kramer.
Various
contingencies
were discussed,
including the establishment
of an
escrow
account
and retaining
legal counsel to undertake formal
discovery procedures.
It is important
to understand
with regard to the Tuition Committee, the proposed meeting with
Dean
Kramer
and
President
Elliott, and particularly with any
discussion
of the contingency
plans, that the Committee is not
criticizing
the tuition increase.
The primary
objective
of the
Committee
is to see that the
appropriate
share of the increase
stays with the law school and does

from page 1

questions from the student body
for this meeting. It was believed
that the meeting would be more
productive if questions were prescreened
for
an
orderly
presentation of student concerns.
Students on the committee also
believed that faculty opinions and
support
should
be
solicited.
Letters
explaining
the : Tuition
Committee's
findings and goals
have been sent to each faculty
member and their help and comments were solicited.
The final result of the committee meeting was to decide to
meet this week to develop contingency
plans should
nothing

not end up in the hands of the
university
and to obtain open
disclosure of ·university finances
and press for implementing
a
mechanism
by which students
would have input into the budgeting process. No one wants to
have
to
resort
to dramatic
methods
to accomplish
these
goals and the Committee does not
anticipate the necessity of undertaking more extreme measures to
resolve the controversy.
It is
hoped that the April 5 meeting
can be held in an enlightened
manner that will be both instructive and
beneficial
for
the
university
law school and ourselves.

Where is the Tuition Increase Going?
by John Lambert
This article is an examination
will be a $500 increase for day
of the revenue which will be students. The night students will
yielded solely from next years
pay $20 more per hour. The
tuition increase. The figures are
figures used have been based on
nut exact and any findings must
the assumption
that all night
be so qualified..
One of
the students
average
10 hours
a
reasons that the figures cannot be semester, meaning $200 extra a
very precise is that no one here semester or $400 dollars for the
seems
to
know
how
many
academic
year. Adding all this
students are in. the school; at least. revenue up (I) means that there
no one in admission,
the regiswill be $758,600
new tuition
trar's or the Dean's office. Also
dollars over and above what was
no one could possibly predict how taken in this year. The figure
many first year students there will seems plausible when juxtaposed
be. Instead, the figures for the with the revenue from the 1977-8
number of students come from
tuition increase (lB). That year's
last year and were found.In.this ...tuitionincrease was precisely the
year's law shcool bulletin.-""
:?:same
this year's; S500 for day
For the academic year ending in and $20 per hour for the night
1978 there were 974 day students
student.
and 679 night (including master
The breakdown in IIA shows
candidates).
For next year, there the relation of the university to

~s

Law School Revenue
LA. for 1979-80 974 day students x $500=
679 night students x $400=
total revenue from the increase
B.for 1977~78
gross tuitino from 1977-78=
gross tuition from J976-77=
total revenue from the increase

$487,000.
$271,600.
$758,600.

$4,444,028.75
$3,672,145.40
771,883.35

s

II. The distribution

of the $758,600.
A. The tuition increase for inflation.
974 day students x $140=
679 night students x $112=
total revenue from the inflation hike:

$136,360.
76,048.
$212,408.

B. The special law school increase.
974 day students x $300=
679 night students x $240=
total revenue from law school increase:

$292,200.
$62,960.
$455,160 ..

s

e. Net

revenue for the law school.
from the tuition incrrase for inflation.
from the special law school increase.
total new revenue for the law school.

$212,408.
$455,408.
S667,568.

III. Dean Kramer's explanation.
total revenue from the increase (I.A.)
rough figure given by Dean Kramer
going to the university

$7581600.
$500,000:
S258,600.

IV. Mr. Johnson's

explanation.
A. The tuition increase for inflation (IIA).
B. After the university's
tax
.
974 day students x $225=
679 night students x $180=
C. total new revenue for the law school

V. What the law school is missing.
By ne, tuition committee's
projections
By Mr. Johnson's plans
extra money going to the university

..

S212,408.
$219,150.
$122,220.
S553,778.

$667,568.
$553,778.
$113,890.

the law school with respect to the
tuition increase.
It is important
to realize that $200 of the $500
tuition
increase
for
the day
students, and roughly $160 of the
night students' $400, is part of a
tuititon
increase
which
every
member of GW University
will
experience. It was explained that
this hike was enacted to cover
inflationary costs, including a 711/0
salary increase for every employee
of the.university. IIA (l) and (2)
show how much the law school
keeps after the university takes its
customary
3011/0; as is done with
every tuition dollar. This 3011/0cut
means
that . S60 of the day
students'
and $48 of the night

The figures in IV are based on a
conversation
with William Johnson, Director of Planning and
Budgeting. IVA is the figure from
II and is the amount that the law
school would retain from the
tuition hike intended for inflationary purposes.
According
to
Mr. Johnson, the tuition increase
slated soley for the benefit of the
law school would be taxed at a
2511/0 rate. That tax means that
$75 of the day students' $300 and
$60 of the night students' $240
will go to the university.
This
means that only $225 of day
students and only Sl800f
night
students tuition dollars will reach
the law school for new projects.

Section IVB shows how much
money will be retained by the law
school after this eparate tax. In
IIC, it may be seen how much the
law school will net from the
tuition increase for next year:
S553,778.
In V, the net figure from Mr.
Johnson's
explanation
is juxtaposed with the figures of section
lIC. It would appear that about
SI13,790 is being retained by the
university which really should not
be. It is this figure which is at the
heart of the tuition committee's
complaint
and which will hopefully be the subject of'the April
5th meeting with Dean Kramer
and President Elliott.

r------E~le-et~,.~o-n--Re--t-u-r-n-s-----..

students'
tuition will go straight
to the university and $140 and
$112 respectively are kept by the
Run-off
Election .for
G WUSA
law school. The results of this
Presidency
breakdown
are that
the law
school
should
keep
roughly
Pete Aloe"
1062
$212,408
out ot the $303,440
Michael Karakostas
814
figure which is the total revenue
. from the part of the tuition inGeneral Election Results
crease which all divisions of the
university will experience.
GOVERN.ING BOARD ElECTION
Section liB shows the tuition
RESULTS
increase which is special to the
law school and the amount
of
At-Large Representatives (2)
revenue which should be allocated
707
Jonathan D. Fraade
entirely to the law school on new
896
Bob Gordon"
programs
or whatever.
For day
853
Howard Graubard"
students, $300, and $24(). for the
night student, was supposed to be
Parking Representative (I)
allocated soley to the law school.
Computation
indicates
that the
1006
Andrew Childres"
law school should have $4S5,16O
to play with, over and beyond all
Bookstore Representative (I)
inflationary
measures,
(such as
Jim Seligman"
1038
the dramatic
increase of book
prices in the library budget, etc.),
Food Board Representative (\)
This figure. when added with the
law school's
revenue for. infla724
Andrew Anker"
tionary
measures';
S212,408
Ben Herring
409
means that the law school should
net $667,568 new dollars new year
PROGRAM BOARD ELECTION
from the complete
tuition
inRESULTS
crease. (IIC)
Chairperson (I)
At the Feb.
14th meeting
between the student
body and
697
Hope Helfeld
Dean Kramer and President El878
Jeff Nash·
liott,Dean
Kramer said that for
every $100 tuition increase, the
Vice Chairperson (I)
law school gets about $100,000.
1137
The impression created was that
Marjorie Kramer"
the law school will have S5OO,OOO
Treasurer (1)
·new money next year. Section III
shows quickly how little money
1065
Mitch Bauman"
stays with the law school if Dean
Kramer is correct. If so, 34 cents
Secretary (I)
of every dollar of the tuition
increase will go the university. If
500
Janet Harward
so, the law school
will have
721
Jodi Granite"
$167,632 less than if the plan in
IIA were used.
• winner
'~'~.A.".:.'''''',,"~,,,,...,....... :....,.,,,•..,;o.,'''>A'_''''''_'''''''''''.'''
----

GWUSAPresident

(I)

Pete Aloe"
Alex Baldwin
Bob Dolan
James Dudley
Dave Garfinkel
Mike Karakostas>
Brad McMahon

397
396
174
200
242
434
216

Executive Vice President (I)
871
745

Jonathan Katz·
Kathy Locke
Senator-at-Large

(4)

Ross Moskcwitz"
Jay Rigdon"
Mike Walton·
Mark Welnberg"

1107
955
972
1033

National Law Center Senators (3)
Roland Aseltine"
William Crowfoot"

87
98

Columbian College Senators (4)
Michael Endres"
Mark Miller·
James Quigley
Marc Ravitz"
Mary Anne Rothberg"

458
594
467

528
647

Medical Schotl Senator (I)
Casey Rogers"

17

School of Government and Business
Administration Senators (4)
Neil Glassberg"
. Bob HillmanRobert King
Buddy Lesavoy"
Patricia Shorr"

171

158
1)7
140

155

School of Public and International
Affairs Senator (1)
Constantine D. Politis"

37
-'
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In Between the Sheets

by Jim Heller with Shaun Denver the Patent Office, notices ofFor a short time, new and
and Janet Crowther
patent and trademark
suits, amended regulations were simply
Q.Jim:
indexes of patents and patentees,
added to the respective titles of
A. Call me Jim.
lists of patents available for the D.C.R.R.,
but soon the
Q. OK ... Mr. Heller, is there
licensed sale and much general agencies
forgot
about
the
any place I can' find out what
information
regarding orders,
D.C.R.R.
and the new and
states have adopjed particular
notices, changes in classification,
amended regs were scattered in
Uniform Laws?
reissues, etc.
careless disarray throughout the
A. Yes, but first, let me tell you a
For added convenience, there is D.C. Register. In theory then, one
little something
about
the
available a yearly cumulative should be safe if one uses the' old
Uniform Acts and Codes. The
index. After a patent has been D.C.R.R. and digs through one
Uniforms Laws are drafted by the granted, even after its term has decade of D.C., Registers for
National Conference of Com- expired, the United States Patent changes. In practice, this is
missioners on Uniform State Office may authorize changes virtually
impossible.
The
Laws, and are recommended for which can drastically alter its Alcoholic Beverages 01 (ABC)
adoption in all the states by the content or legal status. These Board tole me that the changes in
Conference. The American Bar changes also appear in the index.
their own regs might not be
Association generally endorses
To further simplify the search, shown in the D.C. Register; but I
the enactment of the Uniform
the reference department will was told that they (the ABC
Laws as well.
offer a detailed guide to the use of Board) could fully inform me of
Q.Well,
what's a Model Act,
the Official Gazette microfilms.
the only two chnages; (I) theater
then. Does it differ from the Q. Thanks, Janet, that was licenses and (2) "something else
Uniform Laws?
patently helpful.
that doesn't come to mind." The
A. Yes. A substantial number of
Jim, since this issue of the truth of it is that a number of
the States may advocate the Advocate
focuses upon the agencies just aren't sure what regs
creation and adoption of a District, perhaps you can tell us they use, or if such regs exist at
particular
Uniform
Law.
something about searching for all.-- On the other hand, some
However, if the National Con- regulations in D.C.
agencies have published their
ference on Commissioners feels A. Well, since my mind hasn't
regulations on their own. (e.g.:
that the proposed Uniform Law is been able to focus on many things the D.C. Housing Regs) and these
not a subject
upon. which
thi smonth, I'll turn this one over are generally available to the
uniformity between the States is to Shawn Denvir, who works at public for a small fee.
necessary or desirable, but they at the 3rd floor desk. Let me just say
There are two further comthe same time feel it would be this, researching D.C. Regs is a plications.
helpful to hve legislation which nerve-racking operation. Take it
First, some local rags have been
would tend toward uniformity
away Shawn.
pre-empted by federal legislation.
where enacted, Acts on such S. Anyone who has waded The vast majority of regs for the
subjects are promulgated
as through a telephone directory to Minimum Wage and Industrial
Model rather than Uniform Acts.
try. to get in contact with D.C. Safety .Board have been preGetting back to your question,
governments agencies knows that empted byO.S.H.A.
and Fair
the Cross Reference Master Index many of the phone numbers are Labor Standards.
But tread
to Acts volume of the ULA wrong. But oddly enough, the carefully here, where O.S.H.A.
(Uniform Laws Annotated) in- real problems begin when one and Fair Labor Standards are
cludes a directory of Uniform
eventually dials the right number silent, D.C. regs mightre-surface
Acts (which number more than
(as is the case with railroad
one hundred) and a table listing in
"Hi,
Metropolitan
Police clearance regs).
which state jurisdictions Uniform
Dept? Good! I'd like some simple
Second, many of the agencies
Acts have been adopted. It also information on D.C. Police Regs whose regs appear
in the
includes a list of Acts withdrawn,
"
D.C.R.R. have been regrouped,
either because they're obsolete or D.C.: "Well ... ah ... hold for reorganized
or
rendered
have been superseded.
This a minute and I'll let you talk with
special paperback index is shelved Mr(s) ? .. " (repeat six times ...
with the ULA Set, which is on then ... )
Reserve.
D.C.: 'Hello"
Q. Where can you find both a S: "Hi, I understand you can help
copy of the "Combined Catfish
me with some basic information
Killer and Holder" patent, as well on D.C. Police Regs?"
as the home address of the in- D.C.: 'Wrong! .. '. we don't
vestor, William A. Buddecke?
know anything about police regs.,
A. Janet Crowther, a student we use police dept. regs. It's an
intern who has been working at entirely different title in the D.C.
the library this semester, can Rules and Regulations."
answer this one for you.
S.: "Good enough ... tell me
J~ Check
into the Official about Police Dept. Regs."
Gazette, published weekly by the D.C.: "Well, .. '. ah ... Police
United States Patent Office, and Dept.
Regs have numerous
now available on microfilm at the provisions ... and ah ... well,
third floor reference department
quite a few pages of rules, I think
of the law library.
. .. actually I don't have a copy
Since 1790, over 4,000,000 at my disposal just this minute
patents have been granted by the ... ah ... you see, we won't
Patent Office, withn application
know for sure for some time ...
'rate of 80,000 per year. With such ah
WHO
IS THIS
an enormous volume of in- ANYWAY?"
formation
accum u la ting , S.: Woe to the law student seeking
microform copies of the Official clarifications of D.C. regulations.
Gazette have proved a bonus to The best starting point is the
many libraries.
Special Edition of the D.C.
The holdings
at George
Register/D.C.
Rules
and
Washington law library begin Regulations (you can call it the
with January 1976; every patent D.C.R.R.). The D.C.R.R. at the
since this date is accounted for, 3rd floor desk is the result of the
and
full bibliographic
in- D.C. Administrative Procedure
formation
appears
on the Act which required the compiling,
microfilm copy.
indexing, and publication of regs
Whether it be a patentin the D.C. Register. In its earliest
chemical, electrical, mechanical,
years, the D.C.R.R. was probably
or general-or a trademark, the dependable. It consists of 37 titles
Official Gazette records
all covering
everything
from
proceedings. Contained within Hacker's Licensing to Human
are the claims and illustrations of Resources. But much to the
each patent granted on that day, dismay of D.C.R.R. champions,
decisions in patent and trademark
local regulations have changed
cases delivered by the courts and plenty.

recompile, recodify and certify
current regulations,
and they
expect to unveil a finished
product in 14 months. Between
now and May 1980, the Office
can be real helpful on general and
specific questions.
Especially
helpful are Ms. Jennifer Crowe
and Ms. Deborah Easter. Next
call
the
agency,
but
be
forewarned, if you rely on them
they're bound to be wrong. In all
fairness, some agencies have a
grip. on what regs they use-the
others wing it!
The task can be quick and
rewarding, or it might be long and
frustrating. The only proper way to
"top it off' is over a GuinC$ Stout.

inoperative. You won't get very
far filing a gripe with the
Complaint Review Board. They
used to take complaints about the
police, let the police conduct an
internal investigation, and then
file the record. But now they (or
he/she) are inoperative.
So here it is: if you need a reg,
take a look at the D.C.R.R. on
reserve. Then ask to look at the
D.C. Updater. If you can make
sense of the tables therein, you
might find cites to the D.C.
Register where the regs have been
changed. Now you've got to make
two phone calls. First, fall the
Office of Documents. (727-5090).
This Office is attempting to

Paper Chaser
John Jay Osborn, Jr., who
examined the law school milieu in
his novel, "The Paper Chase,"
now moves on to explore the
working of a Wall Street law
firm. In his new novel, "The
Associates"
Osborn chronicles'
the inner working of Bass .and
Marshall, as seen through the eyes
of Samuel Weston, Harvard Law

School graduate and new associate. Weston encounters Bass
and Marshall's amalgam of partners, including Craig Littlefield,
whose penchant for citing Cicero
and Wittgenstein gets him fired,
and Camilla
Newman,
with
whom Weston falls in love.
Houghton
Mifflin
Company,
Boston $8.95.
'

Sirica --------

Continued from page 4--

just verdict or sentence would be.
He gives one the feeling that the
most valuable commodities in the
law are the ability to understand
people and plain old common
sense.
Why did he write his book?
Mostly because he'd been encouraged to do so by so many
people, and partly because of a
sense of a public right to know.
He had anticipated the writing as
being a possible chore, but he said
that it turned out to be an en-

joyable experience. It gave him a
chance to review his life, and he
found that he had no real regrets.
But the best part about it.nd this
is why he likes to talk to young
people, is that he hopes to serve as
an inspiration to others, to make
them feel that they can do great
things no matter where their
starting line happens to be. I
haven't read the book, but if it
comes close to conveying a sense
of the man that I talked to, he can
be secure in that hope.

GW Jewish Student Association
GW Hillel

GW UJA Federation Present A

DISCO LIGHT SHOW
MARCH 24 • 9 PM
featuring

"FLY BY NIGHT"
WITH

Beer, Refreshments,

Marvin
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Page Eight

Once Again, for your Statistical Enjoyment, Enlightenment, and Hedon~
Evaluation Survey to Assist you in the Nei»

TOTAL NUMBER OF COURSES EVALUATED:

TheGood~
The

74

HIGHEST RATED COURSE: 4.9 (LAW SOl-NIGHT)
HIGHEST RATED PROFESSOR:

4.9 (PROF. BROWN)

LOWEST RATED COURSE: 2.2 (LAW 338-NIGHT)
LOWEST RATED PROFESSOR:

2.1 (PROF. GALLAGHER)

AVERAGE COURSE RATING: 3.5
AVERAGE PROFESSOR

RATING:.3.7

The function of this presentation is to'
provide (1) a reference for students when
selecting next year's courses; (2) information
to the Dean on the performance of new and
part-time instructors; ana (3) an appraisal for
professors of how students reacted to their
courses.
The figures below were drawn from
teacher evaluation forms distributed in classes
during the fall semester of 1978. If forms
from a class were either not distributed or not
returned to the SBA, no results could be
compiled and the class is not listed below.
Each evaluation consisted of thirteen
questions which students answered according
to the evaluating scale: (l) - far below
average; (2) - below average; (3) - average,
(4) - above average; (5) - far above average;
and (0) - not applicable or no answer.
These were the questions asked:

Course Number, Title
and Professor
Law 203-Day-Contracts I, Nash
Law 203-Day-Contracts I, Ginsburg
Law 203-Day-Contracts I, Pock
Law 203-Day-Contracts I, Caplan
Law 203-Night-Contracts I, Pock
Law 207-Day-Torts, Seidelson
Law 207-Day-Torts, Relize
Law 207-Day-Torts, Banzhaf
Law 207-Day-Trots, O'Dea
Law 207-Night-Torts, Seidelson
Law 211-Night-Property, Brown
Law 215-Day-Criminal Law, Sirulnik
Law 215-Day-Criminal Law, Zenoff
Law 215-Day-Criminal Law, Caplan
Law 215-Day-Criminal Law, Starrs
Law 303-Day-International Jaw, Mallison
Law 303-Night-International Law, Mallison
Law 309-Night-Conflicts, Smalls
Law 311-Day-Agency & Partnership, Sharpe
Law 311-Day-Agency & Partnership, Schiller
Law 311-Night-Agency & Partnership,
Schiller
Law 312-Day-Corporations, Geen
Law 312-Day-Corporations, Solomon
Law 312-Day-Corporations, Stevenson
Law 312-Night-Corporations, Prof Park
Law 313-Day-Sales, Rothschild
Law 313-Day-Sales, Alberts
Law 313-Night-Sales & Sales Financing,
Rothschild
Law 318-Day-Creditors Rights, O'Dea
Law 325-Day-Trust & Estates I, Solomon
Law 325-Day-Trust & Estates I, Chandler

I. Instructional Materials

1. Rate the text and-or casebook as to its
usefulness in helping you to understand the
subject matter of the course.
2. Rate
the
non-textual
materials
(handouts, outside or recommended readings,
graphs, sample problems, etc.) as to their
usefulness in helping you to understand the
subject matter. ,
3. How interesting were the materials?
4. Considering, inter alia, wordiness, depth
of coverage, effectiveness of case selection
and editing, and helpfulness of notes and
comments, rate the overall quality of the
materials.
II. Professor
5. How organized and coherent was the

instructor's presentatioof the materiai?
6. How interesting were the instructor's
class presentations?

No. of
Students
Responding
68
70
87
65

No.l,No.2 No.3No.4

No.6

No.7

No.8

No.9

No.lO No.ll

2.8
4.4
4.5
3.4
3.7
4.9
3.3
4.1
4.6
4.8
2.0
3.3
2.5
3.3
2.5
3.0
3.4
3.9
2.4
3.2
3.4

2.9
4.1
4.7
3.4
4.5
4.5
4.0
3.3
4.6
4.7

4.0
3.8
3.2
4.0
4.0
2.9
3.3
2.8

3.9
3.8
4.4
4.2
4.6
4.3
3.8
2.9

3.4
4.4
4.5
3.7
4.3
4.3
3.6
3.3

4.3
4.1
4.2
3.4
3.9
3.3
3.0

4.0

4.5

4.2
4.2
3.3
3.5
4.5
3.4

4.6
2.9
3.5
2.6
4.0
3.0
3.1
3.5
3.8
2.8

3.4
3.4
3.9
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.6
2.9

71
77
69
27
27
59
45
40
37

3.1
0.0
4.9
3.4
4.6
3.7
3.7
3.1
0.0
3.8
4.3
3.2
3.1
3.4
0.0
3.5
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

89
49
125
90
53
70
77

3.1
3.4
3.5
2.7
3.2
2.3
3.5

0.0 3.4 3.3

4.1

4.3
3.7
3.3
3.5
0.0
3.5

97
108

3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0
3.6 4.2 3.6 3.8
3.8 0.0, 3.8 3.8

109

66

55,

3.8
3~7
3.1
3.1
2.5
3.2

3.0
3.9
4.2'
3.3
3.8
3.6
2.7
3.4
3.9
3.9
3.3
3.4
3.3'
3.4
2.7
3.2
3.2
2.8
2.6
3.4
3.4
3.8
3.7
'3.0
3.3
2.4
3.5

III. Course
11. Rate the conceptual difficulty of the
subject matter.
12. Considering
the. number
of
credit-hours, how much work did this' course
require?
13. Give your overall evaluation of this
course.

No.5

2.7
4.0
3.6
3.4
3.3
2.9
2.2
3.4
3.9
3.4
2.8
3.3
3.4
3.2
2.6
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.6
3.4:
3.4

78
71
76
74
88
38

2.9
3.5
3.6
3.4
3.6
3.7
3.2
3.4
3:8
4.2
3.1
3.5
3.5
3.6
3.3
3.6
3.6
2.8
2.7
2.9
3.1

7. How respectful was this professor's
attitude towards the treatment of students?
8.Considering
the suitability of the
subject matter for class participation, how
encouraging
and
responsive was the
professor's attitude towards student questions
and discussion?
9. How willing was this instructor to make
himself available and helpful to students
outside of class?
10. Rate
this
professor's
overall
performance.

4.0
2.6
3.9
3.8
2.9 '
3.4
3.4
2.4
3.0
3.2

4.1

4.1
4.1
3.1
4.3
3.8
3.3
3.6
2.9
4.0
4.3
3.9
3.6
2.9
4.6
2.4
3.9
3.9
4.2
3.9
3.8
4.0

4.1
3.9
3.3
3.7
2.4
4.0 '

3.8
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.1
4.1

3.3
4.6
3.6
4.5
4.0,
4.1
4.3

3.9
4.6
4.0
4.4
4.2
3.8
4.3

3.6
4.4
3.8
4.1
4.1
3.8
3.9

3.7
3.6
4.2

3.6
3.4
4.4

4.2
4.5
4.2

4.1
4.5
4.5

0.0
4.3

2.6

4.4
4.1
4.5

3.1
3.5
4.8
2.6
3.8
3.8
4.3
3.7
3.9

4.1
3.9

0.0
3.9
3.6
4.0

3.7

No.12 No.13

3.5
2.4
2.3
2.5

4.1
4.5
4.0
3.3
3.8
3.2
2.8
3.2
3.5
3.7
3.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.5
3.2
3.1
3.3
2.4
2.2
2.6

3.3
3.2
2.5
3.1
3.1

3.9
3.9
3.8
2.9
4.2

3.6
3.6
3.7
3.0
4.2
3.6
4.2

3.7
3.5
3.6
3.2
3.8
3.0
4.0

3.9
4.0
3.8
3.4
3.5
2.7
3.8

4.0
3.8
4.2

4.2
3.0
3.6

3.8
3.0
3.5

3.4
3.7
4.0

3.3
3.4
4.0

4.3

3.1

3.1

3.2
4.2
4.2
3.6
4.0
4.1
3.2
3.2
4.2

4.3
2.9
3.5
2.8
3.6
2.9

3.1
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ti£Revenge, the Advocate presents the results of the latest Teacher/Course
r..Ending Search to' find out who Really is

Pase Ten

Einstein Exhibits:
A Centen~ry Celebration
by Thecla Fabian
'Albert Einstein was a person
who fundamentally changed our
perceptions of the universe. Using
as tools only pencil and paper and
a native curiosity about the way
the universe works, he evolved the
fundamental concepts of modern
physics.
The Smithsonian
Institution
has opened a new exhibit designed
tocommemorare
the hundredth
anniversary of Einstein's birth.
Located in the Museum of History and Technology, it is expected to remain up until March
1980. The exhibit itself is both
fascinating
and frustrating.
It
contains a wealth of material,
some on public display for the
first time, yet the organization of
the exhibit does not always permit
full appreciation of the material
shown.
The exhibit area is small; it
appears to be located in a section
of a hallway leading to the
library. There are seven major
subsections located in a one room
area: Images of Einstein, Citizen
Einstein, Einstein at Work, The
Great
Works,
Testing
His
Theory,
Influencing
Human

..Affairs, and Testing His Theory
since 1960. Included on the Exhibit are original Einstein manuscripts, portraits and drawings,
historic photographs,
personal
memorabilia drawn from private
collections .here and abroad and
scientific apparatus used to test
his theories.
Many of the artifacts offer intimate glimpses into the accomplishments and personality of the
remarkable individual. He was
depicted in life more often and by
more artists than any other person in human history. The exhibit
shows a variety of these portraits
in paintings, drawings and sculpture. There are numerous photographs of his boyhood, his days
as a professor, and enjoying playing his violin or sailing. The exhibit also includes a complete set of
documents marking the path to
Einstein's acquisition of United
States' citizenship.
In some ways the most frustrating parts of the exhibit are those
dealing with Einstein's
work.
Apparently,
available space did
not permit the use of explanatory
material and graphics that would
have made the fundamentals of

Einsteins work intelligible to the
non-physicist. I left the exhibit
feeling that I should have a week
to review physics and cosmology.
A caption from a copy of Einstein's 1907 article on quantum
theory (in German) illustrates
some of the problems: "Here Einstein used Max Planck's quantum
theory of hot bodies to explain
why at room temperature light
elements had heat capacities that
were lower than those indicated
by the classical molecular-kinetic
theory of heat." The average lay,
person is not going to be immediately familiar with either Max
Planck's quantum theory of hot
bodies or the classical molecularkinetic theory of heat. More
explanations and better graphics
would have made an enormosu
difference here.
An unusual momento included
in the exhibit is the blackboard
that Einstein used in 1931 while
delivering a lecture at Oxford
University. The preserved chalk
equations in his own hand relate
to the necessity of the "cosmological constant." This was a

Einstein Inspects Charles St. John' •• pectrographlc apparatus u.ed to te.t
Eln.teln'. glneral theory of relatIVIty

mathematical
sleight of hand
intended to direct his own equations away from the necessity of
an expanding, dynamic universe
to the idea of a stable, unchanging universe then considered cor.
rect by most astronomers.
A
decade later, American astronomer Edward Hubble was to show
that the universe did indeed seem
to be expanding, and Einstein was
to come
to consider
the
cosmological constant the worst
mistake of his scientific career.
Overall,
the
Smithsonian
exhibit is well worth seeing. It
presents an interesting, if some-

what disconnected,
views of a
man who was one of the primary
figures of our century. He was a
simple man whose curiousity and
intellectual courage changed our
world, "this world is so enormously interesting if one looks at
it objectively,
and not as, we
believe it ought to be-and
is
not."
The History and Technology
Museum is easily accessabJe by
the Metro Blue Line, Smithsonian
Station, Mall Exit. The hours are
10:00 AM to 5:30 PM, 7 days a
week. Admission is free.

Sound. Sculpting
by Thecla Fabian

broken chords build a momennite-and silence.
tum, finally to become bell-like
chords. The third section begins
A good introduction
to the'
with .a Romantic cadenza. The music of Morton Subotnick could
Romanticism
disiritegfllteinto
be any o(hisearlief
recordings.
violent, fragmented energy, what My own favorite is Sidewinder.
Subtonick calls the "World War which can create a sonic image of
II section." The violence subsides a large and graceful snake moving
into delicate, Chopinesque perpe- into space. Others include Silver
tual motion figures, that gra- Apples of the Moon, the Wild
dually seem to stretch and turn Bull (from an ancient metaphor
through space. Finally the sound of war), Touch- and Four BUlleritself seems to stretch out the infi- flies.

The Smithsonian
Division of
Performing Arts brought Morton
Subotnick tto the 'Hirshhorn' for
two evenings of lectures and
music in late February. Subotnick
calls what he does "sound sculpting with energy" and what is probably one of the best descriptions
'of his creations. His work involved electronic music, though
he maintains that "there is no
such thing as electronic music."
If I use a pencil to write a novel,
would you' call mea pencil artist-or
a typewriter artist if I
by Dana Dembrow
used a typewriter?"
Far from a newcomer to either
electronics or music, he has been Old Vat Room, Arena Stage, packed with amusing renditions
using
sophisticated
electronic
through April 22
of some legendary characters of
'equipment
as his "instrument"
American history and the stage
for almost twenty years. CurKnow what happens when you management leaves the audience
rently he is experimenting with cross a theatre with a piano bar
marvelling at the sceneric versa"ghost pieces." In some of these and set the scene around 1900
tility of a handful of singers with
compositions, the human voice, a plus or minus a few? Songs like
a collection of props. An excellent
musical instrument or pressure on 'Yankee Doddle Dandy,' 'Wabjob by the performers and direca sensor go unheard, 'but are ash Cannonball,'
'St.
Louis tors of this novel theatrical
filtered through an amplifier and Blues,' and five performers who
format make the show an entermodify the sound coming off of a sing with the spirit of the folklore
taining evening for anyone with a
tape. In other ghost pieces in they act, that's what.
flair for rumble seats, Teddy
which instruments
and singer
It sounds a little kinky for the Roosevelt,
or overcoming
the
Jaon LaBarbara'svoice
were younger
generation
but it's industrial factories.
modified by a silent ghost tape.
The electronic
modifications
include the capacity to change
pitch, timbre, volume, and direcWarner Theatre,
Beatlemania of the revolution
tionality of the sound.
through April 22 .
that
was conducted
on the
Liquid Strata is an excellent
musical scale. Sure, it's fake; but ':"
example of Subotnick's
current
If you're one of those rare fantasy is everything, and this
work. It is a piece for piano and people who still doesn't believe show is one in which no expense
electronic ghost score .that at- that the sixties are ancient history,
was spared to make the audience
tempts to express sonically the you
may
not
enjoy
this really
experience
what
they
physicist's view of motion and production.
You'll probably be wanted so badly to feel back then.
rest. It begins with fragmented
preoccupied with the exorbitant
The historical reconstruction of
quotations from Newton's works
cost of your seat and wlll only be the sixties which is presented in
being read against a background
able to concentrate on the sub- Beatlemania is surpassed only by
of deep groaning sounds.
conscious sound of a cash register the quality
of the musical
the work is divided into three " ringing in the distance. But if yOU' reproduction
of the foursome
sections. The first section is lyri- are one who accurately recognizes
which was selected to impersonate
cal and harmonic, rhythmically
that the spirit of those times -is the group that emerged from
static. The second section repre- truly long in the past. you are Liverpool some fifteen years ago
sent~ a gathe.ring of energy into likely to be moved to the height of to unassumedly alter the course of
motion. RapIdly. repeated notes your passions In days gone by the musical composition and political

Singing Stage Selections

Albert EInsteIn enjoying his favorite pa.tlme.

Last Chance "To fly"
TO FLY, the award-winning
film currently showing at the
National
Air
and
Space
Museum's theater, will end its
first run in early Arpil,
Shown continuously since July
I, 1976, TO FLY has attracted
almost four million viewers.
The 27-minute film treats the
audience to a tour of America as
seen through night-oriented eyes.
Beginning
with
a balloon
ascension in post-colonial times
TO FLY goes on to capture th;
sensation of actually flying in a
barnstorming biplane, piloting an
aerobatic
jet with the Blue
Angeles, and free-floating with a
mission in outer space.
'
Produced by Academy-award
winner Francis Thompson,
TO
FLY was filmed
in IMAX'
especially
for the Museum's
theater. IMAX film is nine times
larger than standard movie film,
producing a large, sharp, high
quality image on the screen. The
special screen is approximately IS
m (50 ft.) high and 23 m (75 ft.)
wide. Every spectator
in the
.' ,-.._.
.. ,.f1
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theater has an unobstructed view
of the action.
Funded and presented by the
Continental
Til Company, TO
• FLY was jointly directed and
p h o t ograph
ed
by
G reg
MacGiIlivrary and the late James
Freeman.
The
film is accompanied by an original score
composed by Brazilian concert
pianist
Bernardo
Segall and
recorded by a 50-piece symphony
orchestra.
TO FLY will be replaced by the
Museum's second feature film
"Living ~Ianet," also produced
by FranCIS Thompson. The new
film uses flight to carry its viewers
over many of the Earth's most
remote regions -. Africa, India,
the Arctic. Through the magic of
air and space night, the audience
gets a fresh perspective of the
planet Earth and sees its home
through new eyes.
"Living Planet"i~ fund~d and
presented as a public service by
the Johnson Wax Company.
Museum visitors who have not
seen TO ~L Y !'!'ay. sti!1 have the

Tintypes - A Ragtime Revue

Beatlemania
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The National Zoo: An Urban Wildlife Preserve""
by Bill Lieth
"Is it realized that nearly all the
principal animals indigenous to
the United States are either substantially extinct or in danger of
becoming so and is it sufficiently
realized that once extinct no expenditure of treasure can restore
what can even today be preserved
by prompt action of a very simple
and definite kind? The American
of the next generation, when
questioned about the animals
once characteristic of his country,
will then be forced to confess that
this broad continent possesses
none of these species which once
covered it, since the present
generation will have completed
the destruction of them all."
While this statement reads like
something that could well be
found in a recent publication of
the Sierra Club or the Audobon
Society, it was actually made in
1890 by Samuel Langley, then

Secretary of . the Smithsonian.
Langley's wish that the animals
Although Dr. Langley is best be cared for by people permanentremembered as a pioneer in the ly interested in their protection.
Along with a professional
fields of astrophysics and aviation, his concerns for wildlife pre- veterinary staff, the National Zoo
servation prompted him to urge is one of only two zoos in the
Congress that "it is desirable and country with a staff 'pathologist
and the only zoo with a nutritionnecessary that, if these vanishing
forins are to be preserved, there ist. The Pathology staff conducts
should be some zoological pre- autopsies of every animal that
serveor garden near the Capitol . dies at the zoo in order to insure
where representatives of all these that any preventable cause .of
species, not only of the land, but death can be avoided in the
of the water also, may be pre- future. One by-product 'of this
served under the care of those per- work is a cooperative program
with George WashingtonUnivermanently interested in their prosity, under which the preserved
tection. "
tissues of large cats are being surFortunately, Congress heeded
veyed for lead. Since cats conthe plea and appropriated funds
to purchase a track of land in stantly lick their fur, they are
indicators
of
unacceptable
Rock Creek Park to be developed
amounts of lead pollutants in
as a National Zoo, under the ausurban air. Cats long dead can tell
pices of the Smithsonian. Today,
us whether the problem is getting
Washington's zoo still comprises
the same 165 acres acquired in better or worse.
Having a full-time nutritionist
1890, and still adheres
to
has enabled the zoo to make significant inroads in reducing the primary cause of zoo mortality->'
improper feeding. While the signs
throughout the zoo instructing
visitors not to feed the animals
removes some of the traditional
fun of going to a zoo, the carefully regulated diets help insure
that the animals will be there on
your next visit.
Many of the heartier. animals.'
(bears and large cats) are not
bothered by the weather and use
the outdoor sections of their exhibit areas. Also, the indoor
exhibits
(reptiles,
monkeys,
pandas, etc.) are open to the
public every day from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m, (The grounds are open

from 6 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.) The special zoo activities is to become
only word of caution to be of- a member of the Friends of the
fered is that one may want to National Zoo. This isa support
exercise some discretion in enter- society that helps to finance the
ing the large building that houses ongoing study of animal conthe giraffes, elephants, hippos servation and, preservation. It
and rhinos. Admittedly, these - operates the concession stands
animals are among the most and gift shops on the zoo
amusing to watch; however, with grounds, with all the profits help-'

all of them under one roof for the
long winter, the resulting aroma is
. not exactly spring mac.
Another zoo activity that can
be enjoyed during the winter is the
"Zoo Lab" which is in the Education and Administration Building
near Connecticut Avenue. It is
open from noon to 3 p.m. every
day but Monday, and it gives the
visitors the opportunity to see
some of the animals in closer
proximity. With zoo attendants
available to answer questions, this
can be a rewarding learning experience, especially for children.
One way to keep abreast of

ing to fund its programs.
Members receive regular informational publications, admission to
special classes and lectures of
interest, as well as free parking in
zoo lots (normally $1.50). For
membership information the tele- .
phone number is 232-7700.
The main entrance to the zoo is
on Connecticut Avenue near
Cathedral Avenue, and there is
also an entrance from Beach
Drive of Rock Creek Parkway.
The zoo is open every day of the
year except Christmas,
and
general information is available
by calling 381-7300 or 387-7400.

IF YOU'RE NOT PART OF THE SOLUTION
YOU'RE PART OF THE PROBLEM
During the sixties, this cry
impelled people to do something
about the conditions in the
society around
them. While
there is much about the sixties
to disagree with, one fact is
indisputable: Until people take a
stand on the problems affecting
them, they will continue to
suffer from these problems. You
can complain about things that
are wrong about G.W., and then
shrug your shoulders and walk
away. That's easy. But i you
walk away, what is to stop
everyone
else from walking
away? In the final analysis, if
you don't take a stand, no one
else will either.
The
Student
Association
wants you to join the fight to
improve this university. We are
currently
organizing for the
upcoming year. Now is the time
to get involved. So stop in, bring
your complaints, your ideas, and
your energy. There are literally
hundreds of areas you can work
in and bring about change. Be
part of the solution, not the
problem.

THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIA nON
IS LOOKING FOR SOME HARD WORKING
- PEOPLE TO WORK IN THESE AREAS:
Academic Evalua ibns
Academic Advising
Academic Regulations
Student Directory
Campus Development/
the master plan.
University Calender
Grading Reform
Housing
Food Service
Commuter Problems
Marvin Center
Car-pool system
G.W. Athletics
Publicity
Rea Market
The Faculty Code
Campus Judicial System
Student Membership on
the Board of Trustees.
Parking and other
Commuter Problems

THE FOLLOWING GWUSA CABINET POSITIONS
ARE OPEN FOR APPLICA nON UNTIL
MARCH 26. 1979

Awards and Grants
University Budget
Tuition
Campus Library System
Building Use
Cam pus Security
Mass Transit
Daycare Center
Food Co-op
Health Services
Bookstores
Interdisciplinary Programs
Computer Resources
Facuttv-Student Relations
Tenure
Registration
International Student Affairs
Reduced Student Fares on Metro
Parking
Anything else (A position or
project you create)

Vice President for Student
Affairs:·
is responsible
for
development of policy in areas
such as food service, housing
Board of Trustees,
Reduced
fares for students on Metro and
other problems. Will sit on the
Board of Trustees committee on
Student Affairs.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs:
Is responsible
for
Academic
Evaluations
and
Academic policy such as tenure
and registration. Will sit on the
Board of Trustees Committee on
Academic Affairs.·

Vice President for Student
Activities:
Is responsible for
working with Student Groups
and exploring the possibility of
new GWUSA services.
Vice President for Financial
Affairs Is responsible for the
financial Affairs of GWUSA and
to examine the financial affairs
of the University;
A ttorney
General: Shall be
responsible for the development
of referal and guidance programs
within GWUSA and shall serve as
GWUSA's Legal Council.

THE DEADLINE FOR CABINET
APPLICATIONS IS MARCH 26
PLEASE STOP INTO MARVIN CENTER
408 TO REQUEST AN APPLICA nON
AND SET UP AN APPOINTMENT

IF YOU WANT TO DO YOUR PART AS A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY,
AND HAVE A ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF G.W. CONTACT UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
676-7100, OR STOP BY MARVIN

CENTER ROOM 408

AT
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FOCU~ON.••

by John Seibel
Rule really is. They' know that it
Arrington Dixon was elected established this governmentChairman of the D.C. City Coun- clearly indicates that the counsel has something to do with The Diswill be the legislative branch, trict charting it's own destiny.
cil last November after defeating
Doug Moore in that election. Mr. there will be an executive branch, What powers does the District
and there will be a judicial Government have now that itdid
Dixon is a native Washingtonian
who attended area schools and branch. As in the federall model not have before and what do you
which we follow, we in fact are a . expect to see in the future as far as
received his B.A. from Howard
University in 1966. While atten- coequal branch of the government more power being allocated to the
ding American University in its because we are in transition from District?
a structure where .the council has
A. I think the council now is a
Masters of Public Administration
been largely an- advisory. sort of state-has functions and responprogram, he also worked toward
agency of the government. Now sibilities similar to a state, as well
his J.D. from George Washington
.University Law School, which he we have to make a transition into as a municipal government. Prior
received in 1972. His major em- what I think is a more coequal to this, it did not have those
phasis has been on computers and branch-s-which is what I believe authorities. We basically operated.
we are-a coequal branch of the as an advisory counsel.ttor.pass.
their relation to both public
. ordinances and .,.
things that
government.
administration and the law.
city counsels over the country
Q. And does the chairmanHe was the first person to file
for elected government in over occupy a special position in .the may, do. We now have a legislative body that is equivalent, in
'
100 years when he ran for the legislative branch?
A. The Chairman is the pre- terms of our actions, to that of an
D.C. School Board in 1968.
siding officer of the counsel. The Annapolis or Richmond legisQ. What made you decide to Chairman is elected. The charter lative body. We in fact do not
established in this was at large in have full control, as you know,
get into local politics?
A. A sense of interest in the the community. You run for the over the legislative or the budget'
community and a need to find a position and campaign for the process because there is congresforum which would provide me position of chairman. And there- sional review. I think that needs
the greatest influence over the . fore you have to go to the same to be changed. I think that that
electorate that any other at-large will come as this government
quality of living in the city.
would. But, they develops, I think an important
Q. SO you're primarily inter- counselor
choose you for the leadership you part of that development is the
ested in local politics':'
A. Yes, I'd like to try to make can offer in the legislative branch council developing as a co-equal
the city I grew up in as fine a place of the government. That I think is branch. With the council as a,
as I can. And this is a forum I how I perceive the role. I perceive strong body, we can provide the
my requirement. If I were to live review with proper staff and
hope I can do that in.
Q. In the last election, there up to the charter which I operate proper independence. We can be
was some confusion before May- under, that I try to make this the structure that will be required
or Barry decided that he was government as strong a branch as to review in a meaningful way
going to run for mayor instead of it should be and in fact, that it those priorities of the budget as
council chairmen. What made will .then provide us with the j well as the legislature in a successchecks and balances which are a ful manner. It's my hope that it
you decide to run for city council
part of our governmental process. will change, or that we will get the
chairman?
A. Well, it was not part of the The council as the congress authority under my efforts to
should oversee and review the 'become co-equals is so that the
plan. My intent was to continue
actions of the executive branch. checks' and balances do really
serving as a ward 4 councilman
for the duration of the two years That is how I would hope it would work. Therefore Ithink we will be
be able, appropriately, hopefully, be
of my term. But Idecided that the develop in. the future-to
freed-though
we should be free
strong enough to do that.
type of leadership that I would
now, from those responsibilities,
Q. Do you have any special
want to see in my city within the
or those reviews, so that we'll
counselman of the District of powers and responsibilities?
A. ,Well, as chairman of the clearly be able to carry out theColumbia, there was no one running at that time I felt I would be council I preside over the body checks and balances necessary.
Q. Would the pending District
that reviews the budget and discomfortable with. And I therefore decided you just can't lay poses of the legislation. J have of Columbia Amendment give
those powers that the leader of the you basically all the powers that
back and criticise. If you're not
legislative branch at the federal you think the District should
pleased with the candidates, you
level-the Congress-has
to dis- have?
step up yourself.
A. I think that the pending
pose of legislation and to pass it,
Q. There has been a few things
and also, the responsibility .to Amendment gives us the approin the paper recently concerning
review the budget process and to priate representation as citizens of
you and Mayor Barry and how
appropriate
by our legislative the United States-citizens of this
you percieve the role of city counaction,
the
dollars
necessary to country, in the federal governcil chairman, vis-a-vis the mayor.
ment which J think is what we
make the executive government
What do you think the role of the
deserve to have. I do not see that
run.
city council chairman is in this
Q. Home rule was recently changing the need for us to
transitional era?
A. I think the charter sets the granted and most people, I sus- become a co-equal branch of the
pect,don't
know what Home government with the council
guidelines. The charter which

members. I think we still need
Q.
Is G.W.'s development
that. We just need to be repre- presently incongruous with what
sented at the federal level also.
you feel it should be, with its builQ. What do you think the ding program and expansion?
chances are that the DC amendA. I'm not clear on all that is
ment is going to succeed?
going on. There are always quesA. I would just say that we are tions raised when there is developoptimistic. We have 5 years. We ment taking place, the displacehope to be able to do it in less ment that may occur, the traffic
than that, of course. We are now patterns, etcetera. I think there is
about the business of getting largely support for that work.
resources-adding
dollars in a There may be exceptions thatwe
very quick mannerto start plan-v-would look atbut I think that the
ning a strategy on the approach to' city, and certainly las an elected
this. Most of the work thus far official would like to see encouhas been largely ad hoc, but in raged development. We have the
fact, I think that the direction of checks that are being executed in
the new structure. that we're put- terms of certain alley closings that
ting in place,,will enable us to be have come to us. The review is
much more aggressive-and
our starting and the discussion is most
chances will increase so that our vigorous whether it be G.W. or
optimism will end up being a Catholic or' American University
reality rather than just optimism.
or Howard.
Q. Does that mean that you're
Q. The city is planning to open
going to start a lobbying cam- a university in the District of
paign on The Hill?
Columbia. What kind of effect do
A. It means that we're going to you see that having on G. W.?
be working wherever we can to
A. I hope it broadens and
persuade people to get their local encourages a dialogue. I think
. state representatives to vote for that the university of the District
the amendment. We'll not only be of Columbia because of its cost,
on the hill-we'll be moving all which we hope will be very low,
over the country as a community
will provide a vehicle for .people
of representatives to try to get this to get involved in post high school
to a call. We'll be at the law work or post college work, and
school talking to law students
that it will create a population
who are interested in lobbying our that will hopefully cause the
senators-the state senators.
consortium to relate to the G. W .
Q. We'll be glad to hear from community
which is clearly
you.
.
.rnade- up of persons who can
A. OK.
afford to pay more 'and may have

Q. Let me get a little more
different exposures and' experspecific-with relation to school.
iences. There are many people
Does GWU have any impact on
that need education at higher
local politics?
levels. The university can provide
A. The answer is yes, If noth- some that G. W. cannot, so J think
ingmore than certainly my presthat it could be-very helpful. '
ence, but J also know that there
Q. You would like to see it
are other involvements, both in become a part of the consortium?
terms of their systems of work in
A. J think it's important that
the community to their developall the seven institutions work
ment as a land owner- and inves- together to create the best entor. Tl!ey do in fact, have impact
vironment far us.
in this city.
Q. the law schools presently
have a pretty. hard time doing
I would liike to see as a graduate
'
of O.W. more positive' things , that.
A.
Yes.being done, not to say that they
Q. Would you care to comdon't do anything now, but more
positive things to relate to the ment on the Council's present
local community in which they position or your own position on
condominiums,
live and operate; J would like to rent control,
see other involvement as much conversions, apartment-hotels?
A. I'm going to try to give you
locally as they have frequently
involved themselves at the nat- as narrow a response as possible
ionallevel. We need that involve-' to the question, because the housing issue is a broad one which
ment at the local level too.
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Arrington Dixon
requires comprehensive work that
a number of us have been encouraging. I have always felt that rent
control was not a good piece of
legislation of any sort, any rent
control, because of what happens.
to the market and to the people
who are working in that market,
tenants or owners or landlords. I
have also always argued that because of the pressures and the
need and the limited land and

education in the community in
terms of being informed of the
total picture that we have been
unable to do at this point in time.
Since it may be misperceived in a
number of ways. I'm not sure that
we are ready for it during this period of the government. I thought
we were ready before, but as we
debated it and as I got feedback
which was mixed, quite frankly
I'm not sure now. I would have t~

need, for housing that there must reassess it if it were to be introbe some kind of regulation and duced, but I think that maybe this
legislation to provide what I is not the time for it for a number
thought was a balanced regu- of reasons.
lation of rents. 1 hope and feel
Q. You're not going to reintrothat some of the dynamics that we duce it?
have seen as'aresultof the present
A. I do not intend to.;"
,
rent control which I supported,
Q. Recently, federally-funded
voted for, but tried my best to abortion was cut off. Is there
modify and substitute when it was going to be a city-funded abortion
being considered legislatively with program?
my own work, will cause some
A. I think that most of us have
spin-offs, such .ascondominium
spoken in favor if city-funded
conversion and hotel-apartments,
abortion programs. I think we'
but will notbecome the loopholes feel particularly that the indigent
that will force some of the people in the community should have the
that I'd like to protect out of the opportunity to have the same
housing market, that is, both ten- medical attention as those who
ants and landlords. I hope that are more affluent. So we have
there are some places where supported it and frankly I'm not
condominium conversion is pro- sure where it is in the budget proper. There arebiIildings
that cess, but there has been support
should be hotel/apartments but I of it on the Council.
don't think that they should be
Q. Speaking of the indigent
converted in an effort to circum- being able ,to afford medical
vent the law and therefore harm attention, did you see the article
those who must live' in them as in the paper the other day about
tenants.
the man who was removed from
Q. 1 take it then that there are ',.the emergency room at Capitol
no stop-gap measures being plan- Hill Hospital and died on the way
ned right now for the present rash to D.C. General?
of condominium conversions?
A. I have heard of the incident,
A. There is a review. The yes, very troublesome.
conclusion that we're reaching is
Q. Is health care in general a
that some type of legislation alone problem in the District?
if at all certainly alone is not
A. Yes, I think this is true in
sufficient. There is some force most areas, urban or otherwise. It
with the existing regulations is a problem. The cost of health
which need to be administratively
care here, just like in most cities,
done that we're encouraging the is too expensive .. We need to get
executive branch to do, except about our business here, making
that we may have to legislate in sure that D.C. General is properly
some areas also.
structured,
properly
adminisQ. At the Council last year the tered, and provides services for
marijuana decriminalization was those who may not be able to
voted down narrowly. Is the afford it in other places. We also
Council going' to reconsider that are having to look at how we can
again this year?
assist and subsidize those who
A .. I couldn't speak of it. I was need help so that they don't have
one of the sponsors of it both to die on the way to D.C. Gentimes and supported it and still eral.
think it is a very, very appropriate
Q. Does that point to a federal
tool to get at the drug problem health insurance plan or at Ieasta
and in many ways to correct it, city health insurance program?
but I.,think it requires a level of
A. Nationally, there is that

Chairmanof
District Council

movement and I would support it.
Q. Do you plan on staying in
local government for the duration
of your political career or is this a
stepping stone to larger things?

the rest of the agencies of the Americans, poor Americans) we
government were meeting in a have taken for granted our system
working session. I felt that it was of government, and we don't reanot the _proper place, the proper lize it. Some of those checks were
role for me to take, and I indio created for a reason. I'm not sure
cated that. There was an effort they always work; they create, at
A. I would serve wherever the then to make me part of the rnee- least, a forum. Another illuspeople support me to serve. I'd ting and I said that rather than tration is that if in fact the Presihave to make some judgment cause confusion, I would prefer dent of The United States were
before I know that, but in terms to wait and go again with my col- not reviewed by Congress, there
of whether I'm willing to test leagues . .I was not really invited would be certain segments of this
that, .I want to serve wherever by the White House, I was country that would not have a
they will support me to-serve .. curious to come along. I didn't very significant vehicle or voice in
And if they want to continue to resist that either, I just thought what is going on. Congressmen
from Maryland and the District
support me to be Chairman, then that it was not proper for metobe
that's where I will serve. If they there as an agency or as part of can at least speak on the floor of
want to support me somewhere the agency presentations, but that Congress against a bill, a budget
else then I can make that assess- I should be there as a political or whatever and represent .their
interest. He can present his check,
ment by looking at other things. branch of the government.
Right now I want to do a good job
no matter how powerful it mayor
Q. Well I hope you're invited may not be. If they were silenced
as Chairman. For now I'd just
like to render what services I can back soon. That about concludes or not strong or their budget were
here in this office. The difficulties my questions, is .there anything restricted and controlled by the
would. like to add?
president, then that voice would
of being chairman of the Council, you
.
be lessened or silenced and you
much of which goes unnoticed,
A. One thing that iwould add, would not have the impact to
such as the internal management
requirements legislatively which about this whole role. Unfor- create the check for that group.
are like a small business are much tunately the media will present The same thing is true in this city.
A ward member, a Ward council
broader than many people realize you with a sort of a quasi-well
and is very much a learning exper- you're media too so I'd better be member has a forum. If it is a
strong forum to really create the
ience for me. .It is also a job careful how I couch this -will
valuable to the community and I personalize some of these things, tension, the review, the checks are
but what I'm concerned about is proper. If that is lessened or
do it well.
an institutional concept in terms diminished in any way or not
Q. Is this Council going to be a of the council's role and the strengthened, then that commugood city council? Are they going' executive, or the legislative versus nity loses its forum, loses its
to work well together?
the executive role. My view is that voice. It is a very dangerous proit will make the government cess.
A. I think so. I think we are a stronger including the mayor and
good city council now. I think .the council, because it will create
As I got on the council, I guess
we're probably going through in the proper feud which will give it's true of any role, in law school,
the executive as . in the council,
undergraduate
or where ever.
credibility to the process. If there
sometransitional changes in get- isn't that, in places where panels
Some things mean nothing to you
ting the alignments a feeling for rubber-stamp staff or the execu- when you read about them or see
'how we work. We are a good tives instructions and actions,
them, but when you really get in
council and we can be even better.
and understand the" institution
sooner or later there is an erosion
Q. Let me ask this question of credibility that will create a' and what it means to the community, it makes a difference. When
before I forget. The library staff problem. If the council is anyyou don't get involved and say
talked with me yesterday, and thing and can look independently
today are going to do an article in at things and if those things are that one vote means nothing, you
this issue on the difficulty of fin- ultimately approved, then those should have been in Annapolis
with me on Friday. There was a
ding ..District of Columbia laws. things have a lot more credibility
77 tie vote and one person could
and regulations. Is there going to and probably would be a lot more
be a move to codify the D.C. sound in terms of their value to . have made the difference, but it
the community, legislative pro- didn't. So you think about how
Regulations?
.
your vote doesn't count. One of
grams, budgetor or other actions;
A. I wish they would send me a you find that one of the things
the first things I did on the councopy of the article. Yes, there is a . cited is that if you in fact embody,
cil as chairman of the government '
move to codify. Money and posi- and I don't know the exact quote;
operations committee was to
tionsare
being made available,
review the .preceeding election
the three branches of government
. probably not enough, but we are in any way into one person or into 'because there was some concern
moving and We're trying to estab- one single set of hands, that is the as to the management of it, as
lish the resources to do that. We beginning of tyranny. It is the there has been constantly, unforappreciate the problem.
checks. and balances which pre- tunately. One guy won by ten
I want to also go back, I vent that from occurring. Some- . votes. It wasn't one but ten, so
assume' you were speaking of an times Americans take a lot of you realize that when you go to
article about the role of the chairthings for granted (Black Amer- the polls you may make the
man and the council,' I guess you . icans, white Americans, rich difference .
were' speaking of, the Sanders
article.
Q. It was on Mayor Barry .
being invited to the White House.
Reportedly you had been miffed
at the prospect that he had been
invited to the White House and
you hadn't.

A. It was not quite that way.
The first article indicated that I
had been invited. I did not get
invited by the vice president.
There was a last minute request
.' by the mayor the morning before
the trip to the White House. I was
in fact asked by him to go and
accepted after checking with my
colleagues and getting. together a
list of items that I thought would
be appropriate to present from
the council. I found out then that
I could go and i would be met as
Photos by Bill Lleth
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Solar Energy in the City
by Harry Chernoff
The wild escalation of energy
costs over the past 5 years has
provided people with an incentive
to economize.
In the D.C. area
alone, the spate of firms entering
the field of solar engineering is
proof of this. While solar energy
has caught the public's fancy, the
question is, is it economical? The
answer, quite simply, were you to
talk to anyone in the field, is
maybe yes, maybe no.
At one extreme is solar air conditioning. In this area it is clearly
uneconomical.
Space heating is
complex
and
probably
better
suited to passive solar improvements
through
more, efficient
architecture,
proper
insulation
and the like. (I should note that
the use of solar collectors in series
with a heat pump has considerable promise
for .both
space
heating
and
space
cooling.)
Solar's solid area of competitive"
ness is in water heating.
Since
water heating can be 25010or more
of a residential heating bill, and
an even greater percentage of a
commercial
or industrial heating
bill, the possibilities
for savings
through
solar
water
heating
systems is significant.
Builders
though,
recognizing
that skyrocketing
housing prices
are making
prospective
buyers
unwilling to undertake additional
investment, even if the long term
result of the investment is positive, are tailoring solar units more
towards what the buyer is willing
to spend than towards what the
'building requires. In this area the
units are priced in the $1500$2000 range. For that sum a solar
user can expect the unit to supply
40-60% of the household's
hot
water requirements.
Slightly more

money, for extra collectors, can
increase the percentage
of hot
water
supplied.
Obviously,
a
back-up system is still required,
.but since the house has to be
heated
anyway,
the' back-up
should not cost anything. (This is
not analogous
to the situation
where the Washington Gas Light
Co. wanted to penalize users of
heat pumps.)
Whether the unit is economical
depends entirely on the cost of the
competition.
Against natural gas,
solar is usually a poor choice.
Against electricity,
especially in
Virginia and Maryland, solar may
be more than competitive.
There:
are other advantages
to a solar
unit .besides a strict cents per
killowatt hour comparison.
The
Federal government offers a substantial tax credit for solar installation .... Virginia
and D.C.
offer
smaller
credits.
Additionally, none of the local taxing
authorities
add the value of a
solar unit to the building's assessment. Thus the unit provides
increased
equity
without
increased taxes. Since most homeowners take out a loan to buy
either a solar unit or a solar
equipped home, and since the unit
offers
an equity
interest
that
neither gas nor electricity offer,
the
resulting
cash
flow
can
become positive in only a few .
years.
The future competitiveness
of
solar. units is confusing. The basic
ingredients in solar systems, e.g.
glass, aluminum,
steel, copper
and labor are not.likely to become
less expensive over time; Moreover, the technology of solar collectors is rather simple and not
subject
to great improvement.
Thus, solar units probably won't

be much cheaper
than they are
today. On the other hand, solar's
competition, gas and electricity, is
not making
any cost cutting
moves
either.
Over
the next
decade or so the economics
of
solar will depend considerably on
the then current costs of gas and
electrici ty.
If you are interested in getting a

. solar unit of some type there are a
few rules of thumb to follow.
Have the system
installed
by
someone with considerable experience.
Too many
fly-by-night
profiteers are in the industry. A
comparison of the solar listings in
the past few editions
of the
Yellow Pages will give you a good
idea of the turnover in the in-

dustry. Always go with a brand
name
collector,
and plan on
buying relatively
expensive collectors. Also, look into the possibility of adding extra collectors.
Once the fixed costs of collectors,
tank, piping etc. are met, the
incremental benefit of a few extra
collectors
may be substantial.
Finally, hope the sun shines.

Traffic Offenses .Decriminalized
by Bill Lieth

unavoidable.
A request for such
violations
have
been
a hearing
must
be made
in
and,
their
If you've
ever
tried
to decriminalized
person within .15 days of the
adjudication
has
been
challenge
it traffic or parking
violation. The major change here
from the Superior
ticket
in
the
District
of transferred
Court to the D.C. Department
of is that when you "Admit with
Columbia, you've probably been
Explanation,"
you
have
the
Transportation.
A new Bureau
faced with the "hurry-up-andwait" routine.
First you arrived
at the stipulated
address
and
then got shuttled from room to
room,
building
to
building
::;
(waiting
an eternity
at each
iii
place) until finally you were told
»
.a
to appear for trial some six to
o
eight weeks hence. Of course,
'0
going to trial meant taking off
f
most vof the day from work,
of Traffic Adjudication
has been
option of scheduling a hearing at
meaning
that
even
if you
0
provide
some
future
date
or
of
managed
to win your case, it est a b 1ish edt
administrative,
rather
than
requesting
a hearing
THAT
probably
cost you several times
cri minal
court,
proceedings.
SAME
DA Y. Hearing
rooms
the amount
of the fine in lost
(D.C.
Law 2-104). With the have been set aside each business
wages (not to mention. the high
entire Bureau housed under one day from 8:30 to 4:00 for those
level. of aggravation).
roof
(601 Indiana
Avenue,
Apparently
responding to the
who
desire
on-the-spot
it is hoped
that
the adjudication.
criticism
of the' high cost 'of N.W.),
from Building "A" to
motor vehicle "justice,"
the D.C. running
If you "Deny;' the violation
';'B~: (plea, of. not guilty), you must
Government
has .ernbarked on a Building, "C" to Building
t otal ly '. new.
system
of and back to Building "A" (only
also notify the Bureau within 15
to find thai the person
you
adjudicating
traffic
offenses.
days. At "Deny"
hearings
the
originally
spoke to has by now
Other
than . certain . flagrant
ticket
writer
is present
and
gone to lunch or retired)
has subject to cross-examination.
moving
violations
(e.g., drunk
At
been
eliminated.
Further,
the all hearings,
driving or speeding
more than
due
process
is
procedures
should afforded
thirty
miles per hour over the new, simpler
the motorist
by the
streamline
the
process
posted
limiO,.
al l, ; traffic
right to call witnesses and to be
immensely.
represented
by counsel.
When a notice of infraction
A p peals
from
hearing
(ticket)
is
received,
three
examiner
decisions
are to an
answers
(pleas)
are possible:
Appeals
Board
which
is
Admit, Admit with Explanation,
empowered
to
uphold
or
or
Deny.
If you
"Admit"
overrule the examiner's
finding.
(formerly
a plea of guilty), you
If
the
motorist
remains
may simply pay the designated
unsatisfied,
the case can be
fine
by mail or in person.
further appealed to court.
Payment
can be made by cash,
The Bureau is empowered
to
check or money order, and the
impose
a wide
variety
of
Bureau is persently investigating
penalties
against those who fail
the use ·of credit
cards
for
to
respond
to
Notices
of
payments.
Infraction
within 15 days. These
If
you
"Admit,
with
range from a doubling
of the
Exp l an a t io n "
(a
plea
not
fine or suspension
of driving
specifically
available
in
the
license
to
booting
or
former
criminal
procedures),
impoundment
(towing)
of
the
:you are notifying
the Bureau
violator's
vehicle.
Further
I that you desire a hearing to
District
residents'
will
be
unabl;
present
certain
facts
to the
to
r~new
their
vehicle
hearing
examiner
(who
has
registration
until all outstanding
replaced the judge) showing that
tickets are paid.
the infraction
was excusable
or
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From Page 10

consciousness
in' a fashion
so
significant that their voice echoes
loudly even today and the full
.impact of their contribution
may
notbe
fully appreciated
for
decades to come. The Beatles are
alive and well today, if only in the

with front and rear projection;
'not
to mention
speakers
with
the power to make you feel the
blast of a Saturn V and visuals
that will let you appreciate
the
imaginary
exhilaration
of tripping, to the moon. Sure, it's all

}~:;~~~ti~~l;~~e~~v:;
~;l~~:
producers
and directors
of the
fantast!c
production
currently
appearing at Warner Theatre.
The, multi-media
kaleidoscope

~~~~y~i~~t~t~~ ~~~~:~·dJ~~~ o~~~
will feel Nowhere
Man,
Viet
Narn, Lyndon Johnson,
Money
Can't Buy You, Love, Timothy
Leary, Strawberry Fields Forever,

1917 EyeSt., N.W.·
T. L 785-·.·0·424
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
....
"

I

c

e,

I' :e~aiCtlhesPcoorntrSaJ'sYtss'
thfcdecfade

half

of

0 nN
dozen~eparate

ofhthe MFraOYmor
MDaleYF'
~idth ARLittlie ~elp.
Ncrtan·
Y rims,.
~outwn,
screens'. Revolution. and Let It Be.
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Metro : AMass- Transit Firetrap
by 8m Lleth
In spite of the fact that Metro's
Red Line opened its initial section
more than two years ago and the
Blue Line had Its malden voyage
in July of 1977, Metro officials
continue to, talk of what the
system will be, when it is high
time they look at what it is.
Putting aside the political
infighting concerning financing
(which seems Inherent in Metro's
multjjurisdictional organization),
there would appear to be a com·,
plete lack of both long-term and
short-term
. planning.
This,
coupled with some inexplicably
poor decisions, has, created a
monster which is destined to
become more uncontrollable as
the system expands.
When the Blue Line opened,
the massive logjams that resulted
where, blamed on "unforeseen
bugs." However, when pinned
down, Metro officials identified
these "bugs" as an insufficient
amount of equipment to handle
the passenger load. In other
words, Metro officials allowed
the system to openin spite of the
fact that it wasn't ready. To subject the innocent public to the
types of danger prevalent in such
conditions that summer (a fire in
one of those overcrowded stations'
could have brought catastrophic
results) merely to meet an overly-optimistic starting date smacks of
unconscionability.
However, Metro also at. tempted to shift the blame to the
manufacturer of the subway cars"
by saying that the loaded trains
were breaking down. Perhaps if
Metro had tested the cars with
full rush hour loads, the problem
could have been prevented either
by having the manufacturer
correct the malfunction or to
simply refuse acceptance of the
cars as inadequate. It seems a
little odd to have a mass transit
...-- .....---------------

system claim that It is having problems with Its trains because there
are people riding them.
The most telling admission
made 'was the overwhelming
underestimate of the number of
commuters who would' be riding
the trains. I remain somewhat
incredulous that those in charge
of a mass transit system had
failed to consider the possibility
that It might actually be used by
masses of people. Perhaps the
officials were led to believe that
thosecarefullyorchestrated,load.
invltatlon-only, VIP' trial runs
gave a fair representation of the
volume of traffic that would be
using the' system during, rush
hour. What makes Metro's surprise all the more unbelievable is
the fact that they had re-routed
virtually all duplicative bus lines
so that they would feed subway
stations, instead of continuing
their former routes Into center
city. Apparently, Metro officials
were of the belief that if commuters could no longer ride their
busses directly to D.C., they
would stop going to work. Maybe
those Metro officials stopped
going to work (or at least stopped
thinking while there), but the rest
of us decided to wait until we
.were eligible for pensions before
retiring.
Miraculously, there were actually people willing to ride the
new-fangled
toy-something
Metro officials obviously' were
not prepared for. Their subway
was there so we could admire its
design aesthestics, but who would,
have thought that an\,one would
actually use It to commute.
With the system now in its third
year of operation, there is still a
large back-up every time a train
empties passengers at downtown
stations In the morning and the
suburban stations in the evening.
As the system expands and more
.....-----.,

Virginia and Maryland stations
open, the evening problem will
,hopefully be lessened by giving
riders a greater option of places to
get off.
'
But the effect on the downtown
stations' should be exactly the
opposite., With more stations
opened and more bus' (and auto)
riders taking the subway, the already over-crowded stations (e.g.,
Farragut
West, McPherson
Square and Federal Triangle) will
have' to handle an ever-increailing
Unfortunately, their design
makes them inherenfty incapable
of doing so.
,
The Farragut West station
offers a good example. The
station has entrance/exits on '''I''
Street at 17th and 18th Streets,
N. W., and is the only convenient
stop on the Blue Line for all of
those who work in the area of
heavy business concentration
bounded
by
Pennsylvania
Avenue, M Street, Connecticut
Avenue and 20th Street. Not only
. does this area already have one of
the' densest concentrations of
offices In' the city, but the innumerable new buildings going
Photo by B/II Ueth
up along K and I Streets will dramatically add to that in the near to utilize an already proven bad waiting crowd into an ugly, panfuture. Yet,at this station there system?
icking mob; When one considers
are only tWO accesses from the'
But what about the future to that Metro now projects twice
train platform to the upper level which Metro so optimistically again as many outlying suburban
of the station (one at either end of points? Aside from the basic ludl- station but no new ones in the
the platform). ,While those decor- crousness that the system was de- business districts, Metro has
atively arched, acoustically de- signed in such a way that people failed to demonstrate that it is
signed ceilings may cut down are forced to wait in line for the capable of handling the enormous
somewhat on noise levels,the
privilege of going upstairs to wait volume of commuters that will
design prevents themore sensible, in line; the ~lack or. emergency have to use the system to justify
approach of having the upper exits on the lower" levels is' its equally enormous price tag.
level platform. run the full length frightening. With 750 volts of
I don't really know where- all
of the 'Station, thus allowing electricity shooting through the the Metro money has gone or will
several additional escalators or "third rails," the danger of fire is 'be going, but I do know that if
stairways to be used to more , an omnipresent one and even a any money was paid for planning
easily facilitate the exiting of the harmless smoke screen has the and design, we should immedidisembarking passengers. Now, potential for turning a patiently ately seek to get a refund,
whenever a train stops at Farragut
West in the morning, there are
large crowds around each of the
narrow escalators waiting to .get
to the upper level.
Continued from page 1
In addition, to these appointOf course, once there, a second
sldered and agreed to the one year ments, four part-time, faculty
waiting period faces thepassenvisiting professorships ofC.
appointments Were considered
T here ' s a new pu bliic interest adversary p'rocess to make it work gers at the farecard gates. Over a Thomas Dienes and Howard and approved. Two Individuals
year
ago
Metro
assured
us
that
group on t he bloc k ca IIed t he for everyone.
h
Id b I
. F' d' I
I
The group cites decisions such more of t osegates wou
e n- Fink. Professor Dienes, presently will replace Larry Gold in the
Bqua I J usnce oun at on nc.,
stalled at the busy stations to Professor of Law at The Amer- labor law field. Mr. Cushman, a
and a group of George Washing- as Court v Ash in which the handle the crowds. It's difficult to ican University and co-author professional arbitrator, will teach
ton law students is now trying to Supreme Court restricted Implied tell if that premise has been kept with Professor Barron of a Law 444, "The Individual and the
make the law school it viable part causes of action and Warth v
Constitutional Law textbook, will Union, "and
George Drlese 'I,
of that organization.
Seldin which denied standing to since so many of the gates seem
temporarily fill the gap left by currently a partner in a Wa' n.
The Equal Justice Foundation citizens indirectly affected by permanently out of order, It Is Professor
Barron when he ington labor law firm with prior
.
lde e ff ort to I.R.S. rulings dealing with hos- not an uncommon sight at Farra- becomes Dean .this summer. Pro- teaching experience at Virginia
represents a nattonwt
open t he system 0f' Just Ice t 0 th ose pitals who offered below cost gut West to see
'I passengers, 20 tolf
as 30 deep, waiting In ine to see I . fessor Fink; presently Professor and Georgetown, will be teaching
to lndlgents,
denied access for any num ber 0f treatment
of Law at Ohio State University, a labor law seminar in Supreme
reasons. The Foun d at Ion, a grass· evidence of the ne'ed for EJF. The the computerized toll takers
d are will teach Civil Procedure and Court litigation. Also, Mr. Fruchroots, contributor-controlled
advocates see the courts as closing going to eat their farecar s for Federal Jurisdiction
for the terman, presently Assistant Gen.
group, is fun d ed so IeIy on t he thel'r doors to cl'tl'zen and con- breakfast.
. d h Metro
I f has
I recentlyf adh
academic year 1979-80, an ap· eral Counsel of the United States
pledges ma d e b y Iaw stu d ents an d SU'mer II'tl'gatl'on, and making mttte dt e ne feetd veness
id' i0 t e pointmentnecessitated
by the International
Communication
lawyers of one per cent of their citizen access to justice a farecar .system an sa It s con- , resignation of Professor O'Neal Agency, will teach taw .537,
neglected need of the legal siderlng replacing the compUters
Income for any num ber 0 f Years.
with something more rellableSmalls.
"International law of Human
To date, 20 OW students have system,
I
Also at the request of Dean Rights," and. Eugene Fisher, a
pledged to the organization.
EJF will be governed by an 11 peop e.
besignate Jerome Barron, the lawyer/accountartt in a Wash.
The goals of the group are two member board of directors. Eight
While. I was hot privy to the faculty considered and agreed tOlngton
tax law firm, will teach
fold; first, to InstItutionalize the of the members wl1l be lawyers Input o(the declsion-maklng pro· the appoIntment of Robert Stanek Accounting for Lawyers.
legal profession to the Idea of and three will be law students. cess, I still must wonder why to be Assistant Dean for AdIt was at this stage that ProtithIng, and second to crelte ana· Electlons'are currently being held. Metro chose that particular fare- missions. Mr. Stanek is presently res~or Mallison interjected some
tlonal network of lawyers and law Members will also shape the card machInery. We were told orl· Director of Admissions. a poshlO levity Into the meeting, Since Mr.
students to Improve citizen access dIrection and J)olic:yof the organl· glnally that it was the same system he has held since 1974 under the Fisher Is a tax accountant, there
to justice.
zation through ptrloc:Ucreferenda used by the Bay Arta Rapid Tran·
direction of Associate Dean Wall· was some discusslol'l as to his
Students expressIng Inter~t In and surveys. 'An Interim board sit between San Francisco and ace Klrkl'atrlck" who !'team· background and ablllty to teach
the pro. ram have cited, among has been governing the organl· Oakland. However, Metro failed mended Mr. Stanek without reser· the course. ~rofessor Ginsburg
other reasons. the fact that the utlon.'
to tell us that the BART system Is vatlonand with great enthusIasm. spoke from experience saying leaat professIon either sinks or
EJF hopes that students realize smaller than WashIngton's and,
Because no faculty status would , "as you know, 1 taught thecourse
swims as a profession. Dave that the organizatIon, depends further, that the farecard pro· lttach to the posItion, neither Accounting for lawyen, .. to
Lenneu, a third year pledgee upon particlpatlon. EJF hopes blemsbere had also been, pre· Committee nor faculty actIon Is which
Professor
Mallison
wrote, "Why EJF?" First. there's students will seek out further vlous.y experienced on the West required under the Faculty Code, responded: "How do you account
no one else. He, expressed the Information and will respond Coast. It seems a fall' question to btu the faculty nevertheless for lawyers?" Our sentiments
Ch~o~pe~t~ha~t~EJ~F..::co~u::ld:..:eq:!:ua::::llze:;.:;th:::e;...:en=t::h:::us::la=st:.:;lca;.;;:::llY:.;t;.;.o.;;;th;:;e.s;;.;;
Plro~ljec;.;;;;;,t.
_... be asked: Why did Metro decide approved his appolnlment.
exactly.
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The PeoEle's Choice

A Guide to Eating in the Metro Area
i:Auberg Chez Francois, 332 Springale
that's worth going to. The Barroom is
Rd., Great Falls, VA 759-3800 (French):
filled with old "Mexican" furniture and
This lovely, albeit expensive, restaurant
looks like the set for a movie (and their
offers
exceptional
Alsatian
cuisine,
drink prices aren't bad); a great place to
(particularly the salmon souffle) in the
prop up your feet, sip your drink, and
beautiful wilds of Great Falls, Virginia. A
wonder when Pan co Villa is going to
,perfect celebration for whatever (but
show up for his meeting with you.
reservations are required a week ahead so
Coleman's , 20th and Pa, Ave., N.W.
try to presage your spontaneous im(Bassin's Revamped): A bar that's Irish in
pulses).
a neighborhood that used to be, from the
M Street Eatery, 21st and M, N.W."
people who brought you the Dubliner,
(Food): Formerly known as the Bagel
and only one block north of the law
Den, it has returned with more good food
school. While it lacks the constant Irish
with a good selection, plus its carryout
music and rodiness of Dubliner, it's been
section.
working on it opened several months ago.
The Meadowlark Inn, Poolesville, MaryIt's becoming an established local bar, so
land (American)
here's your chance to get in on the ground
The best of the inns. Immaculate table
floor. The clientele is a mix of GW stusettings and service. Choice of several endents and three-piece suits from the surrounding office buildings.
trees includes everything from relish tray
to gigantic dessert. Crab imperial a showThe Dubliner, 4 F si., N.W. (Green): A
stopper. Fireplace in winter. Take threeclassic Irish bar with good Irish beer and
good Irish music (is there any other
car ferry across the Potomac from Leeskind?). Moderate prices, good atmosburg, Va. in summer.
phere, you can really taste the cheese in
Mike's 8368 Richmond Highway (Route
the Beef O'Glaherty. Packed on week1) (Italian)
ends with a rowdy crowd and a band to
Decor is one notch up from redneck
pizza parlor, but the Italian chef makes
match.
up for it in the kitchen. Sixteen veal
EI Brookman's 2314 Pennsylvania Ave.,
dishes done to perfection at moderate
S.E. (honky).
prices. Don't miss the crab-stuffed mushA redneck bar in Anacostia (really).
room appetizers.
Frequested by off-duty cops during the
Millie and AI's 18th and Columbia Road
week. Friday' night: stand-up comedians
N. W. (Italian)
.
,
and New Wave rock. Saturday night:
Italian food prepared by a Yugoslav
sleazy country music and geriatric hankychef'in a Latino neighborhood. Delicious
panky. Mondo bizarro.
homemade bread. Lots of funk appeal.
Guncher's 3403 M St., N. VII. (Antique
Cheap.
Extravagance): At the far end of GeorgeO"e Step Down 2517 Pennsylvania Ave.,
town's bar row, with a view of Rosslyn.
N. W.(jazz bar):
Quaint atmosphere with pinball and
The best jazz jukebox in the city and
carnival machines. Reasonable prices (for
good live jazz at affordable prices.
Georgetown), and an interesting place to
sit and chat.
Sheraton Carlton, 16th & K St., NW
Ikaros, 3130 M St.,N.W. (Greek): Good
(Posh):
Greek food, gyros, subs, and pizzas at
After, before., or instead of an aftergood prices.
noon of serious intellectual endeavors, a
Janl's 1160 20th Street, N. W. (steak)
- soothing spot of tea is available at the
Get the chopped steak and baked
stately Sheraton Carlton Hotel. Although
the tea is unforgiveably institutional, it is
potato ($4.95) and work out on the salad
bar which includes, in addition to
properly accompanied by small openstandard
rabbit
food,
extras like
faced sandwishes, pastries and cookies as
mushrooms, black olives, green peppers,
well as an unmatched elegance in downand - get this - provolone, pepperoni
town.
and tuna fish.

Afterwords,
in Kramerbooks
1517
Connecticut Ave., N. W. (coffeehouse)
Wouldn't it be nice to dress 70s
bohemian, sit at a corner table in the window, sip Pernod and read Proust with a
fountain pen? Tr'es pseud, but good desserts and a wide selection of good books.
Antonio's 633 D St., NW (Mex.lLat.):
Just an earshot from the D.C. Courthouse, this is a fine place to blast out your
sinuses during lunch recess. About $3.00
gets you an authentic Mexican platter to
enjoy in the bustle of no-frills cafeteria
with a lot of energy. In only 158 seconds
you can be back in front of the bench
again;
Astor, 1813 M Street, N. W. (Greek):
People on a tight budget can still fake
that they have a little class in this haven of
culinary delights in the center of
Washington's new bar district, For ohly a
few bucks you can choose from an assort'ment of excellent Greek dishes and for a
few books more you can enjoy your meal'
in front of the gyration of an Islamic
navel.
.
Brickskeller 1523 22nd Streed, N. W.
(beer)
A four-page menu of beers from all
over the world at out of this world prices.
Great for can fetishists.
Cafe Hollywood and Vine, 2006 I St.,
N.W. (sandwich specialist): A carryout
(with a few tables and chairs), with great
food and good prices. You don't come
here for atmosphere, you come here for
good food. You may have to wait for fifteen minutes, but that's, because they're
not shoving frozen food into a microwave
oven. A favorite among GW students and
employees, who can't stand Macke's
refuse.
Carlos Gardel's 1759' Columbia Road,
N.W. (Argentine)
Practice your Spanish in a relaxed,
friendly atrnosphere. Colorful band plays
on an inside balcony above the door on
weekends. Pizza argentine style and more
substantial fare. Moderate.
Casa Maria, 7th· and Maine, S. W.
(Mexican): Good Mexican food, although'
the prices. are somewhat high, the only'
restaurant on the Washington Channel

Siddhartha,·.
1412 New York Ave.
NW (Indian)
A vegetarian meal' need not be an act of
penance. An Indian dinner need not be an
act of incendiary masochism. Combine .
those two truths and one ends up at the
Siddhartha, one of Washington's few
Indian vegetarian restaurants.
It is
located a short walk from the law school
in what must have been a former fast
food restaurant.
The Siddharta, thus, offers-quick service and low cost (no fancy decor or
service to pay for)-with the added bonus
of serving real food.
The menu is reasonably varied and the
servings are substantial for the money,
with the choice of over 10 different curry
dinners, each only an incredible $3.50.
Siddhartha is open daily, 11 a.m. to 9
p.m.
.
,Tandoor
3316 M St., NW 333~3376
(Judian):
An authentic charcoal-fired clay oven
(the only one in D.C.) prepares a range of
tandoori and other Judian specialties (try
the tandoori chicken) at, appropriately,
Tandoor. Moderate prices.
.
Thai Room, 5037 Co?n. Ave., NWand
1313 14th St., t;lW (On;?tal):
.
For t~ose with am~JtIOns t? ~ample It
all, a tnp to the Thai Room IS 10 order.
T?is ine~pensiv~ spot. is well equipped
~Ith Thai treats 10 their true (and oftentimes v~ry hot) glory.
The T.rlO, 1537 17th Street, N. W. (Urban
Amencan).
Lo~-rent f?~. Har~-co~e ne~ghborh?od 10 transition. Fascinating c!lentele.
Like a Bergman movie: an expenence to
be savored, but not too often.
Tucson Cantina 2605 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W. (Tex-Mex)
.
Tex-Mex food the way God invented it:
freshly made, spicy, cheap and accompanied by Lone Star beer.
Tune Inn 33 Yz Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.
(beer & sandwiches)
.
The only bar on Capitol Hill where no
one cares how Senator Blowhard voted
today. Country jukebox. Kitsch decor.
Classic employees.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

19

March

20
-

27

26

Baker v, Carr (1962)

28

U.S. Navy founded
(l794~

3 SBA Meeting

4

8:00

RESUME
First U.S. mint
established (1792)

23d Amendment

9
Lee surrendered
Confederate Army at
Appomattox (1865)

16

SATURDAY

23

29

UJA Party

SUNDAY

24

William Thornton won
om petition for Capitol
(1961 design (1793)

Placement
10
and Alumni
Career Counseling
Program
U.S. patent system'
established (1790)

30

2d Year
Preregistration

6

12

,

Good Friday
'Thomas Jefferson born
1743

Passover Begins

18

13

19

20

April1

31

Softball
Tournament

All Fool's Day

7

8
First House of
Representatives
deliberates (ln9)

Softball Game 3:00
U.S. declares war on
Germany (1942)

11

Charles Evans Hughes
born 1862 '

17

Tuition Meeting
5
with Dean Kramer
et al.
8:00

2S

SPRING BREAK BEGINS'!m!!!!!!!!!!!!

Van Gogh born 1853
Eisenhower died (1969) 15th Amendment (1~70 CCC created (1933)

2

CLASSES

22

FRIDAY
GWU Faculty
Recital

~atrick Henry declared
Polygamy becomes illega Give me liberty or giv;
Senate rejects
I March on Selma (1965)
Versailles Treaty (1920 First Day of Spring!!!! by act of Congress
me death.'

u.s.
Earl Warren born 1~91

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
SSA Advisor
21 Moot Court
Program
Competition
3:00 & 7:45
8:00
Phi Delta Phi Init

, Peary reached North
Pole

Palm Sunday

14

15
Easter Sunday

Lincoln shot at Ford's
Theatre

Titanic sunk (1912)

22

21

Irhe Advocate Issues
Revolutionary War began
Paul, Revere rides (1775

(I77?),.
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